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HOPE COLLEGE
1978-1979 PRESIDENT'S REPORT AND HONOR ROLL OF DONORS
THE COVER
HOPE COLLEGE
"This is my Anchor of Hope for this people in the
future. "
The symbol of an anchor has been synonymous with
Hope College since the founder, the Reverend Albertus
C Van Raalte, in 1847 made his now-famous statement
The anchor is incorporated into the official College
Seal. The student newspaper is named the anchor An
anchor adorns the front lawn of Graves Hall, next to
Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Under the leadership of President Van Wylen, a
committee worked during the past two years on the
development of a logo for College-wide use to replace a
myriad of identifying devices.
The primary purpose of this effort has been to give
the College a more consistent image and to facilitate
easy recognition and recall of Hope College.
People who come in contact with Hope College form
impressions that often serve as the basis for opinions
and attitudes. Frequently this contact first occurs
through printed materials such as this President's Report.
For these reasons, it is important that the College's visual
materials project an image that is clear, consistent and
easily remembered.
The Seal will remain the official identification of
Hope College on diplomas and other documents.
The logo's anchor, drawn from the one in front of
Graves Hall, is enclosed in a triangle emblematic of the
College's Christian heritage . The lines of the rounded
triangle and the anchor co-mingle. The type for the
name Hope College is bold, but traditional.
It is our hope that the new logo of Hope College will
further strengthen our identity with the higher education
community while maintaining a continuing commitment
to excellence in the context of the Christian faith.
"The longing to know who we are, the quest for meaning and
purpose in life, and the ingrained desire to develop our gifts and
abilities remain relatively constant throughout human history."
This is the last annual report for
the decade of the 70s, and it is quite
natural to reflect on the past decade
as well as the past year. This decade
began with the student protest
movement in full swing, and the
stresses and tragedies of the Vietnam
War pressing upon us. Scarcely
had this conflict been resolved
when the nation was stunned by
Watergate and the national crisis
which resulted. Soon thereafter
the recession of 1974-75 hit. As the
decade comes to a close, energy
and inflation are major concerns
in this nation and the entire world,
and most of the major issues of this
period — racial equity, urban decay, world
hunger, and the proper role of government —
remain largely unresolved.
The past decade is a reminder of the
ever-changing political, social and
economic environment in which
we all live and in which Hope
College must function. The
students who come to us are
greatly influenced by those
forces and values which prevailed
during their pre-college years; when our
graduates leave college they must face
the world as it is at that time. Ours is the task
of understanding students as they come to us
and helping them prepare to live responsibly in an
ever-changing world.
At a deeper level, however, we recognize that
many of life's elements change slowly, if at all.
Countless individuals have made the same discovery
of what it means to be truly human, even though the
environment in which this must be worked out does
change. The longing to know who we
are, the quest for meaning and purpose in
life, and the ingrained desire to develop our gifts
and abilities remain relatively constant
throughout human history. With us
in every generation are the
temptations to conform to
contemporary society without a
mature, thoughtful evaluation of it,
and to succumb to pride, prejudice,
and materialism.
As a college we have the dual
responsibility to be sensitive to
all the changes taking place in our
world and at the same time to
teach and instill that which has
Baja, permanent significance and
value. Man was created in the
image of God who, though
he does not change, is Lord
of an ever-changing world
and cosmos. Excellence
in liberal arts education always
embraces a delicate, mature, and
creative balance between
permanence and change, between
enduring truths and contemporary
issues.
This has been a good decade for
Hope College. The development of
physical facilities has been particularly striking.
DeWitt Student and Cultural Center, Peale Science
Center, Lubbers Hall for the Humanities and Social
Sciences, and Dow Health and Physical Education
Center were all completed in this decade. The Build
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"The major accomplishments of the decade, however, are not to
be found in facilities and finances, but in the lives of the more than
6,000 students who studied at Hope during this period."
Hope Campaign, initiated in 1971 and successfully
concluded in 1977 with more than $10 million raised,
was the catalyst by which this was accomplished.
The impact of this endeavor is still being felt today.
The College operated with a balanced budget in each
year of this decade.
The major accomplishments of the decade,
however, are not to be found in facilities and finances,
but in the lives of the more than 6,000 students who
studied at Hope during this period. Our goal has been
to help these students develop the gifts and abilities
they have been given, to grow and mature in mind,
body, and spirit, and to become all that God intends
for them to be. Our rewards and satisfactions are the
degree to which this has been accomplished and a
process of lifetime growth has been initiated. It is
always a privilege to meet alumni, and observe the
quality of their lives and the excellence and diversity of
their service.
During the past academic year there were
several major developments in campus facilities. The
most significant was the completion of the Dow Health
and Physical Education Center. This very remarkable
facility has already had a significant effect on the life
of the College. Students, faculty and staff members,
and members of the community have used it
extensively for recreation and maintaining physical
fitness. The dedication ceremonies, held on October 20,
1978, focused on our commitment to educate the
whole person — mind, body, and spirit.
The staff in the Department of Physical
Education has done a remarkable job of managing this
facility for the benefit of the entire College community.
The new Health Clinic, located in the Dow Center,
provides an excellent environment for the clinical staff
to carry on a very fine program of health care. An
innovative academic program in Health Dynamics,
funded by a generous grant from the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation, got off to an excellent start this year.
Two smaller but very important projects were
initiated this past May: the expansion of the main
dining hall and the complete renovation of Van Vleck
Hall. Van Vleck Hall was built in 1857 and is the
original building of the College campus. In the process
of renovation we are restoring this fine building as
closely as possible to its original design. The completion
of these two projects will greatly enhance the
residential life of the College.
The Holland City Council made a decision on
July 5, 1979 that has long-term significance to the
College. Council voted to eliminate vehicular traffic on
12th Street between College and Columbia Avenues.
Hope College and Western Seminary are now
developing plans for a walkway and an attractive
landscape in this area. This will greatly increase the
safety of pedestrians on campus, enhance the unity and
beauty of the campus, and make the College an even
greater community resource.
The practice and acceptance of sound fiscal
policies and procedures, and generous support for the
Annual Fund were the major reasons enabling the
College to close the fiscal year with a balanced budget
— the twelfth successive year this has been achieved.
Complete financial data are given in Vice-President
William Anderson's report.
Gifts to the Annual Fund totalled $1,055,000.
This was the first time in the history of the College that
the Annual Fund exceeded $1,000,000. These gifts from
alumni, parents, friends, churches, foundations, business
and industry provided the vital margin needed to
achieve excellence while still balancing the budget. A
total of 5,625 persons and 828 organizations
contributed to the Annual Fund this year. This broad
base of support is one of the great strengths of Hope
College. The Trustees again played a major role in the
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"The goal is to build the long-term financial strength of the
College and to provide resources to insure that in the years ahead
the College can continue to fulfill its commitment to excellence."
Annual Fund by funding an $85,000 matching gift
program. We are grateful to all who supported the
College so generously this past year.
I am also pleased to report that our alumni
annual giving program for 1977-78 received a national
award for improvement from the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education. This is the
second time in the past three years that Hope has won
such an award. As part of this year's award, Hope
received a $1,000 contribution from the United States
Steel Foundation. This gift will be used as a challenge
to the class of 1979.
Total giving for the year was $2,985,000, which
included $786,000 for facilities and $235,000 for
endowment.
In the years ahead the most important action of
the Board of Trustees this year may well prove to be
the decision to initiate "An Endowment of Hope," a
major effort to increase the endowment of the College
to $10 million (from the present level of $4 million). The
goal is to build the long-term financial strength of the
College and to provide resources to insure that in the
years ahead the College can continue to fulfill its
commitment to excellence.
The primary way in which college endowments
grow is through gifts which alumni and friends provide
in the process of planning their estates. Often these
gifts for endowment carry a name designated by the
donor. We have identified five areas in which named
endowment funds are particularly important:
Faculty development
Named scholarships
Departmental or library resources
Equipment renewal
Endowed chairs
We trust that in the years ahead many alumni
and friends will participate in the important building of
the endowment of the College.
One of the distinctive strengths of Hope College
is the extensive research program carried on by faculty
members and students in the natural sciences. This
requires the acquisition, maintenance, and upgrading of
much laboratory equipment, and funding for this is a
continuing concern. This year the College was able to
procure some major pieces of equipment. Through
grants from the National Science Foundation, the
Dreyfus Foundation, and a number of local business
firms, the College purchased a Fourier Transform
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrometer and a high-
performance Liquid Chromatograph at a total cost of
$114,000. This equipment, which is unique to an
undergraduate college, is already being extensively used
in our research programs.
As noted elsewhere in this report, the College
again received considerable external funding for its
research programs. Such support is vital for the ongoing
research endeavors of our faculty and students. The
key to achieving such support is to have faculty
members who are dedicated to the proposition that
students should "do" science as well as "learn" science,
and who have gained a reputation for being capable
researchers and good stewards of the resources
entrusted to them. We acknowledge with gratitude all
those external agencies, both public and private, that
support our research program
One of the distinctive features of the year has
been the outstanding scholarly and professional
accomplishments of faculty members and students.
These achievements take many different forms. For
those in the arts it may be the performance of a
concert, an art show or a theatre production; for others
a successful TV production or athletic achievement, the
completion of a book after many years of work, a joint
faculty-student research publication, or having a poem
or essay published in Opus, the student literary
magazine. To list all of these achievements is well
outside the scope of an annual report. But even a
sampling gives firm evidence that Hope continues to be
a vigorous, creative, scholarly community.
There are many ways in which the College
interacts with the community around us. A unique
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"A wholesome sense of community continues to prevail among
our student body; it is encouraging to note the support and
encouragement which students give to each other."
program, and one of contemporary significance, is the
Young Authors' Conference which has been sponsored
by our Education Department for the past six years.
The purpose of this conference is to encourage
elementary teachers to spend classroom time in
creative writing and to motivate children to use their
imaginative powers to write. Students are selected for
participation on the basis of 'books" which they have
written, illustrated and bound. The students read these
works to others during the conference. They go back to
their schools with a heightened awareness of their own
creative abilities, the realization that creative effort is
enjoyable, and the satisfaction of knowing that others
enjoy what they write. Professor Nancy Miller directs
this conference, which this year attracted 500
participants from 48 schools.
For the past five years the academic vitality of
the College has been greatly enhanced through an
extensive program of faculty development. Two
externally-funded grants, $160,000 from The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation in 1974 and $74,150 from The Lilly
Endowment Inc. in 1976, have played a strategic role in
this endeavor. The Mellon Foundation grant was
available to the entire faculty; The Lilly Endowment
grant focused on the Senior Seminar and provided an
excellent vehicle for bringing faculty from many
different disciplines to discuss critical issues of our
times. More than 60% of the faculty have had
opportunity to pursue their scholarly and professional
goals through these two programs.
These two faculty development grants expire in
the very near future. Because of the vital importance of
this program to on-going academic renewal and vigor,
faculty development is one of the major objectives of
"An Endowment of Hope."
Professor Henry ten Hoor retired at the close of
the academic year. Professor ten Hoor, who is best
known for his outstanding teaching of Shakespeare,
gave excellent leadership to the Summer Session for
many years. His insights into the overall purposes of a
liberal arts college and the mission of Hope College
have been a source of strength and stability. We extend
our best wishes to Professor and Mrs. ten Hoor in the
years ahead.
In February it was our privilege to welcome the
Rev. Gerard Van Heest '49 as the new Chaplain of the
College. Through his sensitivity to individuals, his
abilities as a counsellor, and his thoughtful leadership
to the College as a whole, Mr. Van Heest has already
won the respect of a large portion of the College
community.
Last fall Dr Philip Fredrickson '50, who has been
in higher education administration for more than two
decades, joined our staff as Dean for Admissions. Hope
has a fine admissions staff and over the years has
developed an outstanding admissions program. We are
grateful for Dr Fredrickson's leadership of this office
and his contributions to the College as a whole.
Enrollment was again at the full capacity of the
College this past year, with the residence halls fully
occupied. A wholesome sense of community continues
to prevail among our student body; it is encouraging to
note the support and encouragement which students
give to each other
In conversations with students I have detected
considerable concern about their futures after college.
The Office of Career Planning and Placement therefore
plays an increasingly important role in helping students
formulate and pursue their post-college plans. Mrs.
Darlys Topp became director of this office last
September and has given outstanding leadership to this
facet of student affairs.
The percentage of students going on to
graduate school has been relatively constant, with
approximately half of the students continuing their
studies on a full-time basis, and most of the others
taking employment in their chosen fields. It is
"A wholesome commitment to work and vocation has always
been part of a liberal arts education at Hope."
encouraging to hear from many recent graduates in
both of these categories who are finding personal
fulfillment and intellectual challenge. A wholesome
commitment to work and vocation has always been
part of a liberal arts education at Hope.
This year witnessed an unusually large number
of changes in membership of the Board of Trustees.
Three Trustees — Mrs. Ruth Peale, Mr. Clarence
Becker, and Mr. Kenneth P.E. De Croot — completed
two six-year terms on the Board of Trustees. These
twelve years were marked by many significant
accomplishments at the College, including operating
with a balanced budget during this entire period. Each
of these Trustees played a key role in the work of the
Board and their presence will be greatly missed.
Mrs. Marguerite Den Herder, who completed a
six-year term, has had great interest in the work of the
Office of Student Affairs and the Library, and served
the College with distinction. Two members of the Board
resigned during this year, the Rev. Chester Droog
because of the press of duties in California, and the
Rev. Gerard Van Heest because of his appointment as
Chaplain of the College. All of these persons who left
the Board will be greatly missed and we extend our
best wishes to them and send our deepest thanks to
them.
The following persons were elected members of
the Board of Trustees: Mr. Willard G. De Groot of
Pasadena, California; Mr. Leonard Maas of Grandville,
Michigan; the Rev. John H. Maassen of Lansing, Illinois;
the Rev. James Neevel of Kingston, New York; Mrs.
Marianne Van Eenenaam of Grand Haven, Michigan.
Mr. Peter C. Cook was re-elected to a six-year term
The officers of the Board of Trustees this past
year were Dr. Victor W. Eimicke, who completed his
first year as Chairman; Mr. George Heeringa, Vice
Chairman; and Dr. Willard C. Wichers, Secretary. These
officers gave excellent leadership to the work of the
Board and the entire College this past year and have
been re-elected to their respective offices.
I close this annual report with some reflections
on contemporary society that bear directly on the
College. Broadly speaking, there are three major sectors
in American society: business, government, and non-
profit organizations — which include churches,
hospitals, libraries, museums, performing arts groups,
and colleges and universities.
These organizations play an important role in
society in terms of the specific functions they perform.
But the fact is that most of these functions could be
done by business or government, as is already done to
some extent in this country, and almost exclusively
elsewhere in the world. This being so, is it of value to
maintain the strength and vitality of this non-profit
sector? Do these non-profit organizations make a
unique contribution to society in addition to fulfilling
specific functions?
I believe the indirect contributions of these
organizations are very significant and probably more
important than the specific functions performed. They
provide opportunities for individuals to serve and
participate in meaningful ways in community life and
service to others, but always on a completely voluntary
basis. Such an environment is conducive to the
preservation and enrichment of personal freedom, and
focuses attention on our responsibility to serve others.
Further, because these organizations depend on
voluntary contributions, a high degree of accountability
can be expected; these organizations must make a
significant and needed contribution or they will simply
lose support. There are also great pressures on the non-
profit sector for economy of operation and responsible
stewardship of the resources provided by donors.
There is a tendency these days, as costs go up
faster than contributions, for non-profit organizations to
turn to the government for support. Without arguing
the merits or demerits of any particular situation, I
believe that society as a whole, and each of us as
individuals, will lose much if we allow this trend to
continue. A far better alternative is a high level of
performance by the non-profit sector, and generous and
responsible philanthropy from private sources.
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"Each sector must operate with integrity, fidelity to its mission,
and sensitivity to the total needs of society."
Non-profit organizations do have particular
responsibilities. Integrity is of prime importance; slick
promotion can never be a substitute for solid
accomplishment. Those of us in such institutions also
have the responsibility to support both business and
government, and to help them identify and clarify their
respective, and sometimes changing, roles. We must
recognize that profits for business and taxes for the
government are as important and legitimate to these
sectors as is philanthropy to the non-profit sector;
excesses are always inappropriate. Each sector must
operate with integrity, fidelity to its mission, and
sensitivity to the total needs of society.
Among all of the institutions in the non-profit
sector, colleges and universities have unique
opportunities and responsibilities in this regard. As we
educate our young citizens we can help them
understand the structure of our society, our history and
traditions, the major issues before us in the world
today, and the values and moral standards on which
society functions.
As a College that takes the Christian faith
seriously, Hope is in a unique position to do this, for
we see ourselves as living in Cod's world, and we
understand something of the meaning of the
Incarnation. These are the truths that give ultimate
meaning to life, an optimism that transcends present
realities, an enduring basis for excellence in scholarship
and learning, and a love for justice, mercy, and truth.
Fulfilling this mission is worthy of our best and noblest
efforts.
We thank all those who have participated in the
work of the College this past year. It has been a good




Substantial increases in contributions and income
generated from the College's cash flow, along with budget
control, allowed the College to complete another fiscal year
in the black.
High inflation, the need to replace capital equipment, and
maintenance of an expanding campus will provide many
challenges in the years ahead.
The financial support that is received from the College's
constituency represents over 11% of the College's general
and educational budget and has allowed for the addition of
new educational facilities without adding significantly to
debt The faculty, administration and students are
appreciative of this support and will continue to be good
stewards of the funds you have provided.
William K. Anderson







Current Funds $ 1,086,587 $ 1,384,286
Current Restricted Funds 534,656 323,059
Plant Funds
Unexpended Plant Funds S 1,585,320 $ 811,324
Land, Buildings & Equipment 24,929,475 24,335,012
Sinking Fund Assets 1,780,615 28,295,410 1,718,904 26,86d,240
Annuity Fund (Book Value) 1,161,685 1,743,178
Endowment Fund (Book Value) 4,197,925 3,966,844
Approximate Market Value ( 4,395,506)
Student Fund Loans 2,631,268 2,276,361
TOTAL ASSETS $37,907,531 $36,558,968
LIABILITIES, RESERVES & FUND BALANCES
Current Funds $ 1,086,587 $ 1,384,286
Current Restricted Funds 534,656 323,059
Plant Funds
Unexpended Balances $ 1,585,320 $ 811,324
Bonds, Loans, Contracts Payable 5,411,622 5,680,962
Investment in Plant 19,517,853 18,654,050
Sinking Fund Reserves 1,780,615 28,295,410 1,718,904 26,865,240
Annuity Fund 1,161,685 1,743,178
Endowment Fund
Unrestricted 2,303,015 2,064,674




Reserves & Fund Balances $37,907,531 _ _  $36,558,968
GIFTS TO THE ANNUAL FUND
1978-79 1977-78 1976-77
Churches $ 279,303 $ 282,721 $ 271,532
Alumni 356,768 315,805 221,693
Friends 115,142 91,207 67,006
Industry* 279,492 239,911 202,181
Foundations 28,020 5,825 33,680
TOTAL $1,058,725 $ 935,469 $ 796,092
* Includes approximately $80,000 from the MichiganColleges Foundation.
GIFTS RECEIVED
1978-79 1977-78 1976-77
Annual Fund (operations) $1,058,725 $ 935,469 $ 7%, 092
Capital 770,721 1,483,237 951,957
Endowment 380,237 260,231 296,811
Special Programs 231,883 136,762 217,208
Annuity Agreements & Trusts 543,537 184,998 180,709
TOTAL $2,985,103 $3,000,697 $2,442,777
SOURCE OF GIFTS
1978-79 1977-78 1976-77
Alumni, Parents & Friends $1,436,552 $1,641,886 $1,142,057
Churches 370,516 395,357 413,827
Business & Industry* 474,504 374,354 335,116
Foundations 519,512 569,027 391,170
Bequests 184,019 20,073 160,607
TOTAL $2,985,103 $3,000,697 $2,442,777
‘Includes approximately $80,000 from Michigan Colleges Foundation.





Hope College Scholarships and Grants
Endowed Scholarships 951 $ 712,000
Hope Institutional Loans 23 19,000
Hope Employment (not including
Work-Study) 1,103 266,700
Michigan State Scholarships and Grants
(Competitive Scholarships and
Tuition Grants) 929 1,011,600
Federal Aid (including Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant,
National Direct Student Loan and
College Work-Study) 702 948,500
Outside and Special Institutional
Scholarships 190 189,000
Guaranteed Student Loans 328 616,500
TOTAL $3,763,300
Total unduplicated students aided by
the above programs 1,881
SOURCES OF OPERATING FUNDS
% of % of
1978-79 Total 1977-78 Total
Education & General
Student Tuition & Fees $ 6,791,344 73.0 $ 6,144,918 76.4
Churches 279,303 3.0 282,721 3.5
Alumni 356,768 3.8 315,805 3.9
Parents & Friends 115,142 1.2 91,207 1.1
Business & Industry 279,492 3.0 239,911 3.0
Foundations 28,020 .3 5,825 _
Build Hope (restricted
for plant debt) 319,047 3.4 149,488 1.8
Michigan Degree
Reimbursements 125,760 1.3 97,440 1.2
Endowment 209,324 2.2 187,090 2.3
Federal Work Study 124,348 1.3 111,972 1.4
Sponsored Academic
Programs 80,608 .9 — —
Temporary Investments 264,977 2.8 133,488 1.6
Co-Curricular 185,351 2.0 131,256 1.6
Other 127,367 1.8 154,942 2.2
TOTAL $ 9,304,788 100.0 $ 8,046,063 100.0
Auxiliary Operations
Student Room & Board $ 2,235,390 79.4 $ 1,999,420 79.3
Conferences, Catering
& Rentals 148,601 4.6 129,108 5.1
Hope-Geneva
Bookstore 448,514 16.0 393,459 15.6





Instructional $ 3,800,414 39.8 $ 3,373,914 40.8
Library 402,837 4.2 341,889 4.1
Instructional Services 723,833 7.6 745,181 9.0
Student Services 648,623 6.8 611,623 7.4
Scholarships & Grants 759,432 7.9 661,238 8.0
General Institutional 313,246 3.3 256,508 3.1
Administrative 446,862 4.7 384,765 4.7
Development 433,999 4.5 420,398 5.0
Plant Operations 1,655,1920' 17.3 1,113,504 13.5
Co-Curricular 376,028 3.9 362,979 4.4
TOTAL $ 9,560,466 100.0 $ 8,271,999 100.0
Auxiliary Operations
Dormitories & Dining
Halls $ 1,984,883 82.8 $ 1,807,779 83.6
Hope Geneva
Bookstore 411,122 17.2 354,314 16.4
TOTAL $ 2,396,005 100.0 $ 2,162,093 100.0
TOTAL EXPENSES $11,956,471 $10,434,092
^'increase in expenditures includes operation of new Dow Health & Physical
Education Center and $169,863 representing short-time financing which is being
repaid through the Build Hope Fund.
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Mr. Clarence J. Becker; Holland, Michigan
Mr. Peter C. Cook; Grand Rapids, Michigan
Mr. Kenneth P.E. De Groot; Encinitas, California
Mrs. Marguerite Den Herder; Zeeland, Michigan
Mrs. Nonman Vincent Peale; New York, New York
Prof. Donald Williams; Holland, Michigan
Term Expires 1980
Dr. Paul J Brouwer Berea, Ohio
Mr. John G. Dinkeloo; Ml Carmel, Connecticut
Dr. Robert Haack; Potomac, Maryland
Prof. George Ralph; Holland, Michigan
Rev. Russell Vande Bunte; Kalamazoo, Michigan
Dr. Herbert S. Van Wyk; Holland, Pennsylvania
Dr. James M. Ver Meulen; Grand Rapids, Michigan
Term Expires 1981
Dr Bernard Brunsting; Scarsdale, New York
Dr. Hugh De Pree; Zeeland, Michigan
Mr. Carl E. Ver Beek; Grand Rapids, Michigan
Mrs. N. Jan Wagner Oak Lawn, Illinois
Term Expires 1982
Rev. Chester Droog; Cerritos, California
Mr. John Schrier Muskegon, Michigan
Mrs. Fredrick Vandenberg; Grand Rapids, Michigan
Rev. Gordon Van Oostenburg; Lynden, Washington
Term Expires 1983
Mr. Orville C. Beattie; Lake Forest, Illinois
Dr. Leon Bosch; Laguna Hills, California
Dr. Victor W. Eimicke; Chairman; Bronxville, New York
Mr. George Heeringa; Vice-Chairman; Holland, Michigan
Term Expires 1984
Dr. Norman W. Thompson; Ann Arbor, Michigan
Rev. Gerard Van Heest; Delmar, New York
Mrs. Harrison Visscher; Grand Rapids, Michigan
Dr. Willard C. Wichers; Holland, Michigan
Serving Ex Officio
Dr. Gordon J. Van Wylen; President of the College
Honorary Trustees
Dr. Ekdal J. Buys; Holland, Michigan
Mr. Richard A. De Witt; Holland, Michigan
Mr. T. James Hager; Grand Rapids, Michigan
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers; Grand Rapids, Michigan
Dr. Howard R. Sluyter, Dallas, Texas
The Hon. A. Dale Stoppels; Grand Rapids, Michigan
Dr. George H. Vanderborgh; Lakeland, Florida
In May, 1979 the following were elected to the Board of Trustees:
Mr. Leonard Maas; Grandville, Michigan (term ending 1985)
Rev. John H. Maassen; Lansing, Illinois (term ending 1982)
Rev. James Neevel; Wappingers Falls, New York (term ending 1984)
Mrs. John Van Eenenaam; Spring Lake, Michigan (term ending 1985)
Robert DeYoung, Vice President for College Relations and Development
Eileen Verduin Beyer, Editorial Assistant
Laurie L. Gallant, Manager of Development Records and Research
Mary Lammers Kempker, Assistant Director for Alumni Relations
John F. Nordstrom, Director of Annual Funds and Foundation Support
Cynthia M. Pocock, Assistant Director of Annual Funds
Thomas L. Renner, Director of Information Services
Vern J. Schipper, Director of Alumni and Community Relations
Kurt Van Genderen, Director of Donor Financial Planning
FACULTY CHANGES
PROMOTIONS
Jane Rath Dickie to Associate Professor of Psychology
William Mayer to Assistant Professor of Art
Peter J. Schakel to Professor of English
Charles Steketee to Professor of Mathematics
APPOINTMENTS
Ion T. Agheana, Associate Professor of Romance Languages
John D. Cox, Assistant Professor of English
Sander DeHaan, Assistant Professor of German
James Farlow, Assistant Professor of Geology
Robin Kendrick-Klay, Assistant Professor of Economics
and Business Administration
Ruth W. Todd, Associate Professor of Classics
RETIREMENT










Freshmen 332 301 633
Sophomores 348 280 628
Juniors 292 260 552
Seniors 197 189 386
Specials 65 107 172
Total 1,234 1,137 2,371
FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Austria Germany Mexico South Africa
Canada Hong Kong Qatar Spain
Chile Iran Rhodesia Taiwan
Cuba Japan Saudi Arabia Viet Nam
Ethiopia Jordan Singapore Yugoslavia
France Malaysia
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HOPE IN THE SEVENTIES: TRANSITION The early 70s emerged as a period of
transition for college students in general and Hope College in specific. The period
of protest over world and national concerns passed. During this period, Hope
students made significant social contributions by raising money for a new school
building in South Vietnam, and through financial donations to alleviate starving in
Biafra.
The President's home again bustled with activity with the arrival of the College's
new first family in the summer of 1972. Cordon J. Van Wylen became the ninth
President of Hope College on July 1, 1972. During the 70s Dr. Van Wylen guided
Hope through an unparalleled period of growth, both in physical plant and
increased esteem for quality of academic program.
ii
HOPE IN THE SEVENTIES: STUDENT LIFE Many traditions were sustained and new
ones started during the 70s as the student body kept the campus alive. The Pull
tug-of-war entered its eighth decade. The scope of intercollegiate athletics was
broadened as 18 sports were offered to both men and women.
There were many other diverse activities available to students such as a
November, 1970 appearance in the White House by the Chapel Choir. And, of
course, there were many opportunities for unorganized play.
13
HOPE IN THE SEVENTIES: A FIRMER BASE The 70s was a period of unparalleled
growth as the value of the Hope College physical plant increased over 50% to an
estimated $20 million. Hope relied on the generous contributions of thousands of
friends to make these projects possible. Build Hope, the most ambitious fund
raising program in the history of Hope College, was deemed the most successful,
with a final tally of $10,227,049.14.
14
Contributions came in all sizes, from grants of several hundred thousand dollars by
major philanthropic foundations to the revenue generated by children selling
lemonade at athletic contests. Hope's annual fund also grew in stature, receiving
two national awards.
15
HOPE IN THE SEVENTIES: CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT Graduates who have not
been back to Hope in the past ten years would not recognize the campus. The
DeWitt Student and Cultural Center, opened in the Fall of 1971, fulfills numerous
educational and activity needs. The Peale Science Center brought into focus
Hope's outstanding science program when it opened in the Fall of 1972.
The former science building, named in honor of President Emeritus Irwin J.
Lubbers, was renovated to serve several departments in the humanities and social
sciences. A new municipal stadium opened in the Fall of 1979 to a capacity Hope
College football crowd.
17
HOPE IN THE SEVENTIES: DOW HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION CENTER
The opening of the $3.6 million Dow Health and Physical Education Center in the
Fall of 1979 allowed Hope to meet the needs of expanding programs in physical
education, health, recreation and athletics.
18
Designed with an emphasis on flexibility, economy and multiple use of space, the
entire facility is dedicated to a central focus: to promote a realistic commitment





1978-79 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Warren W. Kane '57, President Arlington, Virginia
John H. VerSteeg '65, Vice President Kalamazoo, Michigan
Walter J. Boerman, M.D. '49, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Adrian Bruininks '53, Miami, Florida
Phyllis Brink Bursma '58, Sudbury, Massachusetts
C. Gwen DeBoer ‘71 , Detroit Michigan
Marjorie Lucking French '48, Birmingham, Michigan
Jack H. Hascup, M. Div. '53, Glen Head, New York
Peter Huizenga '60, Western Springs, Illinois
Elsie Parsons Lamb '46, Douglas, Michigan
Charles W. Link '50, Catskill, New York
Wendy M. Martin '78, Kingston, New York
Robert J. Moolenaar, Ph D. '53, Midland, Michigan
Richard A. Newhouse, Jr. '64, Westbury, New York
Steve Prediger '79, Bath, Michigan
William E. Welmers, Ph.D. '36, Los Angeles, California
Staff
Robert DeYoung, Vice President for College Relations and Development
Vern J. Schipper '51, Director, Alumni Relations
Mary Lammers Kempker '60, Assistant Director, Alumni Relations
Thomas L. Renner '67, Director, Information Ser\rices
Eileen Verduin Beyer '70, Editorial Assistant
Dear Alumni:
June 30, 1979, closed another record-breaking year for the
Alumni Annual Fund, with a total of $388,888.95 contributed
from 4,672 alumni.
Especially gratifying was winning the award for alumni
giving from the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education (CASEJ/United States Steel Foundation for the
second time in the last three years. It is obvious that Hope
alumni are committed to keeping their school strong today
and tomorrow.
During 1978-79 we had real growth in our Reunion Class
Program. Six classes held reunions this year ('29, '34, '39, '44,
'49, '54), and almost 500 alumni returned to campus for
these. The combined giving of the six reunion classes was
$60,083.21. This represented 15% of the total alumni
contributions. In this academic year the classes of '30, '35,
'40, '45, '50, '55, '60 and '65 will be holding their special
reunions.
On behalf of the Alumni Board, I would like to express
our appreciation to the Board of Trustees for again digging
into their already generous pockets to provide a matching
fund for new and increased gifts. Also, special thanks to
President Van Wylen; to Vice President De Young, John
Nordstrom, Cindy Pocock and Kurt Van Genderen of the
Development Office; and to Tom Renner, Vern Schipper and ^
Mary Kempker of the Alumni Office.
The completion of a successful year also means greater
effort in the coming year. I know Hope alumni will continue
to support their alma mater in ways which will assure
academic excellence in the context of the Christian faith.
Warren W. Kane '57
Alumni Board President
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS
ALUMNI
The Hope College Annual Alumni Fund campaign is conducted by
a member of each graduating class. The Class Representative is
pictured before his/her class. The percentage and dollar amount
indicates the participation of the class in the 1978-79 campaign
The 1978-79 Alumni Annual Fund was the most successful in the
history of Hope College. The College received a national award in
the U S. Steel 1979 Alumni Giving Awards Program in the Private
Coeducational Colleges (over 10,000 alumni) Improvement category.
HOPE BUILDERS
During 1978-79 the Board of Trustees pledged $81,000 from their
own resources as a challenge to Alumni, parents and friends. They
agreed to match all new donors of $25 or more and all increases of
$25 or more.
Hope Builders, designated by a ^ in front of their name, are those
alumni, parents and friends, whose gifts met the criteria of the
Trustee Challenge.
CLASSES OF 1917-18
Amelia Meaning Van Wyk
Holland, Mich.55% $1,757
Brower. Rhea Ottman '17
Cathcart, Edward P '17
Flipse, M. Jay '17
Lubbers, Irwin J. '17
Meyer, Eva Leenhouts '17
Prins, Marguerite Meyer '17
Steketee, Gertrude M. '17
TeLinde, Richard W '17
Ten Haken, Willaim H. '17
Van Dyke. Henry '17
Van Putten, M. William '17
Van Wyk, Amelia Menning '17
Coburn, Clara M. '18
Den Herder, Harmon M. '18
xH Heemstra, Marie Welling '18
Kaechele. Florence Voorhorst '18
Kortering, Florence Louise '18
Kuizenga, Eldred C '18
Lubbers, Lucy Vanderploeg '18
Moerdyk, Cornelia Leenhouts '18
Ramaker, Harvey '18
Stegeman. Ella Atwood '18
Stegeman, James A. '18
Ten Have, Fenna Van Vessem '18
Ter Borg, Amelia Sywassink '18






Adolfs, Nellie Veneklasen '11
• w1i Jalving, Clarence '13
Halverson, Alice Nyboer '16
Tazelaar, Lillian Hoffman 16
Van Zyl, Bertha Brower '1 7
Kleinheksel, Henrietta Nyhuis '19
Wieringa, Hilda '22
Bremer. Mae C. Dewitt '24
Burt, Dorothy M. '24
Meengs, Margaret G '24
Antonides, Joseph W. '26
.•V Kuite, Helen R. '26
Van Leeuwen, Cornelius J. '26
Schaap. Muriel Dewitt '27
.w* Schilleman, Delbert F. '27
 A Dewitt, Margaret Keizer '28
DeWitt, Richard A. '31
Alberts, Anne C. '32
Kleinheksel, Gertrude Jalving '33
Stielstra, Marian Heerspink '36
CLASSES OF 1900-10
22% $210
DeYoung, Benjamin, Sr. '07
Pelgrim, Estelle Kollen '08
Blekkink, Victor J '09
Paine, Clifford E., Sr. '10
CLASSES OF 1911-16
Scholten. George B. '11
TePaske, Flossie De Jong '11
Brooks, Earnest, C. '12
^ Hekhuis, Jennie Immink '13-
Holt, Ruth Post '13
Wichers, Edward '13
Boomker, Adriana Hammekool '14
Lubbers, Raymond J . '14
Johnson, Wilhelmina Schuelke '15
Meyer, Marguerite Vanden Brink '15
Vander Velde, Margaret DenHerder '1 5
Whitwam, Wilma Oxner '15
Barnett, Henrietta Van Zee '16
Beltman, Henry '16
Beltman, Sara Trompen '16
Claver, Willard L '16
Hoffman, Catharine Hekuis '16
Ihrman, Hermine M. '16
Kleinheksel, Ethel Dykstra '16
Meyer, Harris M. '16
Miller, Bruno H. '16
h* Mulder, Janet B '16
Rozeboom, William A. '16
Schwind, Martha Ossewaarde '16
Van Westenburg, Chris Van Raalte '16
** Yntema, Clara E '16






De Jong, Martina M
** Dejongh, Cornelius Fred
Den Uyl, Simon D
Doherty, Bernice Benjamin
Flipse. Alice Raap


























^ Meengs, John H
Mol, Hattie Vermeer
Osterhof, Gerard G.













Dalenberg, Helene Van Raalte
Dean, Florence Dalenberg
Decker, Fred H


























•J De Young, Ward A.
Dunn, Helen Smith
Failor, Agnes Vande Wal
Flikkema, John M.
Gaikema, Everett W.







Van Dyke, Lillian C.
Van Oostenburg, Matthew W.















Den Herder. Marguerite Schmalfield
DeVries, Thomas
Elbers, John W
«<* Emmert, Mardge Vander Broek
Hesselink, Ira
Hoffs, Alice Brower
Irwin, Joan Vander Spek




Soderberg, Jennie Van Dyk
Strub, Edythe Tyner
TePaske, Leo H
Vanden Bosch. Frances Mills
Van Koevering. Nita Caldwell
VanNederynen, Albert
^ Zoerner, Magdelene DeYoung




St. Joseph, Mich69% $3,540
^ Beuker, Margaret Trompen
Blaauw, Marie Kruyf
•** Bleomendal, Willard
^ Cupery, Martin E
deMaagd, John C
•** Den Herder, Nella
De Weerd, Harvey A.






Mac Eachron, Jean Vandam
Meima, Ralph C









^ Van Eenenaam, Isla Pruim




^ VerMuelen, John W
Zwemer, Winifred M,
CLASS OF 1925









** Bussies, Justin L
Caldwell. Alice E.
deBoom, Adrian




























Vander Meer. Jane Welling
Van Lare, Deane Pelgrim
Van Lente, Cynthia Melpolder
Van Lente. Kenneth A.














w* Comstock, Ruth Nibbelink
Damson, George H
De Bell, Peter J
De Jonge, Reina

































Van Den Brink, Catherine Wilson
Van Den Brink, Theodore G
Vander Bie. Harold
Vander Hart. Norman E.
Van Duine, Henry J
Van Eenenaam, Mildred Bertsch
Van Putten, Carol Van Hartesveldt
Veldman. Jeanette
Ver Beek, John J
Ver Meulen, James M












































Ten Cate, Vernon D
Ten Haken, Florence Dulmes
TerLouw, Elizabeth Moir
VanBree, Irwin L
Vanden Berg, Gerrit J
Vander Borgh, Susanne Dragt
Vi Vander Hart, Margaret
Van Es, Henrietta Beyers
Van Es, Peter
Van Ess, Helen
Van Oostenburg, Neil G
Van't Hof, Nellie Devalois
Ver Hage. Cecilia A.
Wagenaar, Edward H
Vi Winter, Garrett E •

























Jones, Alice Van Hattem
Kammeraad. Eugene W.



























Van Der Kolk. Dick
Van Eenenaam, Delia Helder
Vredevoogd, Lucille





CLASS OF 1929 Vanderbush, Alvin W
^ Vander Hart. Edith McCilva
Vander Hill, Laverne J
Van Ess. Paul R
Van Schaack, Eva















^ Bosch. Leon A.
Bremer. Clarence




Bufe, Esther Vander Ven
Buys, Frieda Boone
Cody. May Westveer
w'r Colvin, Jeane Grooters
Curtis. Hilda Hansen
-*1' DePree, J Bernard
** DePree, Leon E
de Velder, Walter
De Vries. Elida Denherder
•** De Vries. Joe
DeWolf, Mildred J
De Young. Howard S




^ Harms, Herman P














** Klebe. Mary Waldron
^ Kleinheksel, Stanley








•tv Lenters, Josephine Lippenga











** Prakken, Nicholas J
Raak, Ada Bone
•t* Rezelman, Gerrit
^ Rodstrom, Henrietta Oudemool
^ Russcher, George
Sandy, Laverne R




















Brieve. Joan Vander Werf
Brummell. Raymond
De Kleine, Cornelia A
DeK raker, Adrian
Dephouse, Georgiana Fredericks






Finlay. Julia Van Dam
Hamelmk, Edith Damson
^ Heersma, Harris Sidney
Hogenboom, Leonard
Huizenga, Anne Heyboer









Costing, Julia Van Oss
** Roos. Ruth Dalman
















Van Farowe. Nellie Pyle
van Leuwen, Myra Ten Cate
Van Vyven, Margaret

























w* Burggraaff. Nicholas J












































w1* Van Dyke, Dorthy Haan
Wackerbarth. Esther Mulder
Westrate. Harris Eugene















** Harms, Marie Kleis
Hinkamp, Evelyn











































Frundt, Katherine De Jongh
Groetsema, Jacob























van Leuwen, Bruce G.
Van Vessem, James E.
Walvoord, Helen Pelon














Chapman. Lois De Pree





de Velder. Harriet Boot
Edward, Esther Harris
Fielstra. Clarence
^ Fisher, Martha Wilson
Fredricks, Kathryn M.
** Frundt, Rudolph J L














w’r Nettinga. James Z
Notier, Anne Jackson
Oldenburger, Josephine Ayers

























Clymer, N Y48% $3,688
Albers, Agnes Van Oostenbrugge
** Albers. G Donald
























•’i Neckers, M Carlyle
Nienhuis. Elmer W









^ Vande Poel, Earle
Van Dyke, Reinhart
VanHarn, John L
Van Wieren, Wilma Rottschaefer

















































Vander Meulen, John M.
















De Dee, Clarence A.
Demlow, Nan Jager
DeRoo, Ralph N









Keeler, Richard F . Jr.
•J Kinkema, Henry











** Osterhaven, M. Eugene
Papegaay, Renier A
Poppink, William







•«* Van Dragt, Phoebe Sargent
Van Eerden, M Marie Dalman















De Dee, Lucille Buter
DePree, Harold
DePree. Hugh
««* Deweerd. marijane. Brouillet
Faber, Earl H
Freligh, Virginia








Jappinga, Frederick ).. Sr.
Joeckel, Fern Corteville
Karl, Elizabeth D. Lincoln









^ Paplawsky. Margaret Lemke










•A Smith, Alberta Dejonge
Stewart, Paul D




Ter Avest, Paul E
Timmer. John Norman
Van Domelen. Harold











































^ Pape, Cornelius J













Van Hoven, Leonard Jay
Van Lente, Roger P
^ van Leuwen, John Roderick
^ VanLiere, Donald W
Van Sluyters, Cornelia Gorter













** Anderson. Ardene Boven
Bethka, Lenore Vandermade
Boers. Evelyn Folkert
«*>c Bovenkerk, John C
Brown, Dorothy Schutmaat
^ Bulthuis, Jerry Edwin
Claver, Randall
















Jennings, Olive Van Eenwyk
Joldersma, Alfred T




































•** Claerbout, Francis E.
FOUNDERS SOCIETY
The Founders Society is named after the Reverend Albertus C. Van
Raalte. Members of the Founders Society are dedicated to the vision
and commitment of Fiope's founder. They, too, believe that Ffope
College is an "Anchor of Hope for the Future."
Members of the Founders Society believe in the future of the
College. Their mission is to provide increased resources for Hope to
move ahead. The Founders Society identifies alumni, parents and
friends whose gifts of $500 to $999 each year express their vision for
Hope College. Membership in the Founders Society increased from
79 last year, the first year of the Society, to 155 in 1978-79 — an




Mr James D. Adams
Mr & Mrs Richard W Ambrose
Mr & Mrs William Banninga, Jr
Mr & Mrs Robert Barkema
Mr & Mrs Albert J Boers
Mr & Mrs. Harlen C Bouman
Dr & Mrs. Corwin J. Bredeweg
Mr & Mrs. Ray Broersma
Mr Harley L Brower
Mr & Mrs Adrian Bruininks
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Camp
Miss Alice Caldwell
Dr & Mrs Charles Christensen
Mr C.A. Cloeting
Mr & Mrs John DeBliek
Mr & Mrs. Ronald J De Graw
Mr & Mrs. Garrett E Dejong, Jr.
Mr & Mrs. James Den Herder
Mr & Mrs. J. Bernard DePree
Mr & Mrs, Bruce De Pree
Mr & Mrs Max O De Pree
Dr. & Mrs. John E De Vries
Mr & Mrs James R DeWolf
Mr & Mrs James S. Downer
Mr & Mrs. Edward Fiala
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Frielink
Mr & Mrs David C. Garfield
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Glewen
Mr & Mrs. Ernest Haight
Mr & Mrs. James A. Hakken
Mr & Mrs. Robert G Hall
Mr. & Mrs. James Hallan
Mr & Mrs. Alfred Hanko
Mr. & Mrs. James Hardy
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence R. Heemstra
Dr & Mrs. Roger W. Heyns
Mrs. Jacob O Hinken
Dr & Mrs Renze Hoeksema
Mr Henry Hoftiezer
Mr & Mrs. David M. Hoogerhyde
Mr & Mrs Jack Houtman
Mr & Mrs. Roger Huizen
Mr & Mrs. Everett V. Jackson
Mr & Mrs. R. Paul J asperse
Mr & Mrs. Larry L. Kieft
Mr & Mrs. Henry Kinkema
Mr & Mrs. Kenneth J. Kooistra
Dr & Mrs. Russell Kraay
Mr & Mrs. Lawrence Lamb, Jr.
Mr. Stuart Levey
Mr. & Mrs. G J. Mulder
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Murray
Mr & Mrs. Maurice Norg
Mr & Mrs. Cornelius Oonk
Miss Barbara A. Paul
Mr & Mrs Harry G. Pett
Mr. Jack D Plewes
Mr. & Mrs. Frank J. Pollnow
Mr & Mrs Lindon E Saline
Mr & Mrs. Donald W. Scott
Dr. S.A. Shrader
Mr & Mrs. John E. Smallegan
Mr & Mrs. Vernon Smith
Dr. & Mrs. William Struck
Mr. & Mrs. Glen A. TerBeek
Mr & Mrs. Chester Toren
Dr. & Mrs. George Toren
Mr & Mrs. Robert Torresen, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Vander Bie
Dr & Mrs. Henry L. VanderKolk
Mr & Mrs Henry H. Van Donkelaar
Dr. & Mrs. David H. Dan Dyke
Mr & Mrs. Robert Versluis
Mr Herman Veurink
Dr. Charles & May Votau
Miss Nancy E. Wallendal
Mr. & Mrs James M. Watt
Mr Donald Weaver
Mr Richard Wepfer
Mr & Mrs. T.E. Werkema
Mr. & Mrs. Barry L. Werkman
Mrs. Gunnar Williamson
Mr & Mrs. William F Winstrom
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Wortelboer




•A De Vries, John E.
































Van Wyk, Bertha Vis
^ Van Wyk. Cordon
Vegter, J Robert
^ Verburg, Robert M.
Voogd. Henry























































Van Ark, Lileeth Brouwer




Van Lente. Harriet Bazuin
Van Oss, Nola Nies
Van Oss, Willis B
Van Wieren, Gilbert
CLASS OF 1943
Calvin & Janet Clark DeVries
















w* Fylstra, Winifred Rameau
Heneveld, Robert





















St. John, Warren J




Van Eenenaam, Florence Bouwens
Van Eenenaam, Paul R












Battjes. Maxine Van Zylen
Boersma, Lois Hinkamp
•S' Boersma, Vernon L
Boor. Mary Dinkeloo
Brink, Harold Arthur
Burger, Phyllis. Van Duzer
Claver, Dorothy Wichers




•S Dame, Paul W.
•S< Davis, Roy A
Dievendorf, Maxine DenHerder
Ettema, Marilyn Zandstra
•S' Highfield, Marjorie Emery
Hyatt, Nancy Safford


















•S' Stevens, Melba Dings
Tenpas, Marian Sandee
VandeBunte, Marian
VanDer Haar, Delbert J
Vande Wege, Jean
•S< Van Wieren. Dorothy Kooiker
VanWyk, Persis Parker
•S' Wickert, Esther Van Dyke
CLASS OF 1945









•S' Davis. Jane Reus
DeBie, Mildred Vander Linden
•S' DeGroot, Kenneth
De Witt, Jane Smies
DuMont. Herbert
Elliott, Victoria Van Westenburg
Gilman, John V


































Grand Rapids, Mich37% $7,239
Bareman, William
Baron, Philip F




w'r Brandli, Wilbur R.
Bulthuis. Glenn H
Dannenbring, Betty Vantatenhove
De Witt. William A
De Young. Burrell H










•S' Klomparens. Betty Clemons












•S' Ploegsma, Helen Goff
•S' Rezelman, Alvin P
•S' Rezelman, Ethelyn Van Leeuwen
Rothi, Eugene A.





Snell, Harry C . Jr.
Sybesma, Adeline
Topp, Robert F
«v Toren, Lucille Teninga
Vande Bunte, Elaine Prins
«•*< Van Donkelaar, Harriet Stegeman
Van Huis, Allan
Van Lente, Dale E
VanLierop, Peter
Van Oostenburg, Cordon









Arnold. Rhea Van Heest
Barkema, Robert H




^ Boss. Ann Fikse
Boss. Ruth Vande Bunte
Bowmaster, Benjamin H
Bowmaster, Phyllis Van Lente
Bruggers, Phyllis Voss
Claver, Louise TerBeek











































Vande Bunte, Harold, Jr
VandeBunte, Lewis H
VanDer Haar, Gertrude Maassen
Vande Waa, Alfred J.
Van Dis, Robert Wayne
Van Dort, Paul
Van Oeveren, John F

























^ Cornell. Phyllis Dietrich










Hinkamp, Joan De Young
Hoeksema, Renze I





























Ter Beek, Ruth Dalenberg
Ter Keurst, John F
Toren, George A
** Toren, Marian Terborg
Van Dahm, Thomas E
Van Eck, Arthur O
Van Pernis, Elton L
Van Ry, Joyce S.
Van Zanten, Robert J.
Ver Hey, Louise Rove
Weller, Kenneth J.
Wierenga, Ann Vaneck
•A Wildman, Lois Vanwyk
** Wildman. Robert B

















^ Boerman, Elizabeth Boelkins





Boss. La Verne H
Brown. William Jay
Buis, FJarry
^ Burton, Robert D
Buteyn. Marian Schroeder
Cameron, William D
^ Camp, Irene Heemstra
Chandler. Carolyn Ingham




^ DeHaan. Marguerite Prins
^ Dekker. Joan Sheel
DeKok, Olga Kilian
De Meester, William A.
Den Herder, James














««* Hinkamp, Paul E
























^ Maatman, Velma Kling
Meengs, Philip G
Meeusen, Ernest J
Morris. Alice de Boom











Shramek, James F.. Jr.
Smith, Harvey J.
Smith, John M.





Vander Laan, Robert H
VandeWaa, Barbara Vandyke
Van Haitsma, Glenn
•S' Van Heest, Gerard
Van Kampen, Russell
Van Slot, Andrew
Van Zanten. Judith Mulder





















w’t Becksfort, Robert H
Becksfort. Shirley Bedell
^ Bobb, Clarence E.
Boelkins, William J






















De Boom, Edward W.
mi
m* De Mull, Clair F.
DeVette, Doris Koskamp
De Voogd, Lawrence R
De Vries, Margaret
De Witt, Donald E





























t** Hermance. Myron E
Hill, Shirley
Hobbs, Julia Smith
^ Hoekstra, John H
Holman, James R
Hughes, Beatrice Reyst
** Huyser, Warren L.
Jacobs, Leona Van Drunen
Jalving, Howard A
J asperse, Richard P
Joseph, Thomas
Kapenga, June Meeusen













•rV Lam, Cow T.
Laman. Harvey
** Lamb, Hermina Van Egmond





•A Link, Charles W
A Lupkes, Paul L.
Marcus, Eugene S.






















A Ryskamp, John H
Saunders, Felicia Hrbek




A Scholten, Walter A.
Scott, Bernard William
Sharpe, John Harry









A Streur. Jerald A.
A Struddiford, Walter B
A Sweet, Alan J.
Ter Beek, Norman
Ter Beest, David C.
A Timmerman. Cordon J
Toonder, Thomas D.
Turpin. Roberta Swander
A Van Arendonk, Gerald G
Van Dahm. Lois Stanton
A VanderBroek. Doris Miller
A Vander Kolk, Arloa Vandervelde
VanderMeer. Canute
VanderPloeg. Beatrice Folkert




A VanRaalte. Lloyd FI
A Van Zanten, Smith Craig
A Vanzyl, Allison L
Ver Heist. Janice Vander Borgh
Verhey, William J
A Visser, Henry













John P. Van Eeanaam
Grand Haven. Mich41% $10,417
A Akker, Levi W.
Appledorn. Lois Timmer
A Arwe. Alfred Homer
Birdwell, William Rolan
Boelens, Dorothy Kruizenga
A Boers. Albert J
Boslooper, Lois Taylor
A Bouman, Elaine Brower
Burgess, Warren D
A Butler, Frank E
A Campbell. Dolores Freyling
A Campbell. Gene C
Campbell, Hugh M
Carlson, Ruth Cramer
A Chan. Yvonne Jensen





DeWolf, John E., Jr
De Young, James A.
A DeYoung. Ruth Kroes
Dykema, James A
A Eshenour, Robert W.
A Etterbeek, Kenneth




A Groters, Jarold H.
A Haight. Ernest
A Haight, Kathleen Hagstrom
A Hakken, James A.
Hamelink, William D.
Hartley. Robert P
A Hermance, Alicia Van Zoeren
A Holkeboer, Paul E
A Holwerda. William D
Hutchinson, Clarence H.
Huyser, Thelma Westra
A Ihrman, Lynne Van Weelden





A Kerle, Edward J
Kleinheksel. Victor W
A Kooyers, Harold C







A Marema, Nancy lee Corp
A Marklein. Lothar K





A Mead, Marijane Borr
A Milne, Joyce DeBoer












A Schipper, Vernon J
Schultz. George. Jr
Shay, Mervyn C
A Sligh, Charles R . Ill
Smallegan, John E




A Van Ark, Myron D
Van Bruggen, Cornelia W
Vandenberg. Helen Van Farowe
Vander Ploeg. Gertrude Wierenga
A Van Dyke. Robert S
A Van Dyke, Virginia Hesse
Van Eck, A Dale
Van Eenenaam, John P
A Van FJeest, Eloise Hinkamp
Van Pemis. Beatrice Soodsma
Van t Hof. William K











A Workman. John E
Yahr, Barbara Vomastic









Bauman. Dorothy Ten Brink
Beach. Clinton F





A Boers. Elaine Groustra





A Bruininks, Gloria Gore






A Demy, Phyllis Leach
A Dennison. Elizabeth Schmidt





A De Young. Delbert N
A DeYoung, Donald H
A De Young, Doris Adams
DeYoung, Jacqueline Van Heest








A Hager. David J
Hamelink. Wlma Wolters
Harvey, L James II
Henninges, Barbara Bruins
Henninges, Robert W
A Hilldore, Lawrence E.
A Hoener, Edmund L














A Lokker, Donald R.
A Lovelace. Leroy
A Lumsden. Roy IS.
A Milisauskas. Ruth Johnson
A Milne, Raymond C
Moes, Dale E.
Mulder, Ann E. Watson





I*.  lr î6,M













Sloan, John C. Jr.
Smouse, Betty Dowd
Ten Brinke, Nellie H






Van Dahm. Howard J




Van Harn, Mary A
VanHeest. Cornelius
Van Hemert. Kenneth
Van Wyk. Kenneth W
Van Zyl, Gyte






















































** Knopf, Roger A
Kolkman, Ronald L






•«* McGehee, Edith Teune
•A Miller, Betty Roelofs
•J Miller, Donald E



















^ Ryskamp. Connie Vanzylen
Sanders. Henrietta Jacobs
Schroeder. Carl J









^ Van Anrooy, Margaret DeValois
Vandenberg, Fredrick E
Van Den Brink, Paul L
Vander Aarde, Stanley B.
Vander Jagt, Guy A
Van Eck, Beatrice Vanheest
Van Farowe, Carl H








** Workman, Lois Optholt
Yonkman, Kathleen Ver Meulen













^ Culbertson, Susan R
Decker, Anita Mann
Dethmers, John Robert

















































Smith, Jane Vander Velde
Steiner. Richard A.
Thomas. Jeananne Bondhouse





Van Voorst. L. Bruce
Veenstra, Lawrence E
Visser. Robert A
V* Visser, Suzanne Zwemer
Weisiger, Richard K
Wissink, Rodney W
•A Witte. John J.
CLASS OF 1955
Linda Miner Hoffman
Grand Rapids, Mich.32% $4,130
Awais, George M.
Baird. Donald R









^ Denekas, Myron N
^ De Young, Marcia Smith
Doorenbos, Harvey














^ Jacobson, Carol Yonker
Jacobusse. K. Don
** Jansma, Alice Klepper
Jesse, Marilyn J. Werner
Johnson, Donna Huss
** Johnson, Marilyn Fischer
Keizer, Thomas Dewitt




Me Comb, Betty Jacksteit




^ Richardson, Ernestine Brummeler
Schilling, Marjorie Bruns
Schrier, John C.








^ Timmerman, Carol Mac Leod
Vander Kolk, Alvin L.
Vander Kolk, Joan Pyle
VanderMeulen. Lyle
Van Farowe, George
Van Hartogh, Maryann Heemstra

















^ Decker, Richard H.




w* De Witt, Carol Kuyper
De Wolf, Gail Frances
^ De Young, Robert N
Doorenbos, Margaret Hospers
^ Dykema, Mary Jane Adams
Erb, Eugene A.. Jr









^ Hogenboom, J Dean
Honkanen, Sally Sieber
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Lawrence, Helena J offer
^ Lumsden. Penelope Ramaker
A Lupkes, Gladys, Buurma
Marsh. Gerard E



















Ritsema, Joan Van Wingeren






Ten Haken, Richard E
Ten Hoeve, Thomas
Thompson, Marcia Veldman
Van Ark, Bernard J
Vander Aarde, Agnes DeBeer
VanderKooy, Mary Burggraaff
Vanderploeg, Elmer C
Vander Schaaf, Ronald O.
Vander Yacht, Clifford
Van Earden, Robert A
Van Eenenaam, Marianne Wierks
Van Etten, Donald D
Van Faasen, Paul
Van Farowe. Meryl Gowens
^ Van Hoeven, Donald T.
Van Hoeven, Marylee Rozeboom
Veldman, Janet Soeter
^ Veldman, Lois Tornga














•A Bos, Jan Rottschafer
^ Buitendorp, Warren R.
W Cameron, William M.
Cassidy, Carol Matheis
DeFreese, Richard E,
de Moya, Peter V.
^ DenUyl, Ronald J.
DenUyl, Sally Range
De Pree, Thomas O.


















Keizer, Erma Van Dyke
Kinkema, James H






Lewis, Eleanor De Vries
Lindahl, Charles E.
^ Maddy, Judy Whilsitt
Martin, Arthur W.
Miller, Patricia Bont



























Vander Wilt, Marlin A
^ Vander Yacht, Wilbur
Van Eenenaam. David O.
Van Farowe, Harvey
Van Ham, Anjean Hasper
Van Istendal, Ethel Ann Peelen
^ Van Iwaarden, John
Van Lare, Donald H
Van Lare, Larry D















Beckering, Raymond E.. Jr.
Bennett, Richard H


















































Redeker. Aileen Me Goldrick
Reisig. Carl
Riekse, Martin J









Ter Haar, Carol Klinesteker





Vander Borth, Joann Barton
Vander Kolk, Roger
VanderKooy. Edward )
Vander Lugt, Robert W
Vander Ven, Barbara Wolfe
Van Eenenaam, Elena Bylsma
Van Faasen, Janice Blunt
Van Verst, George
Van Verst Mary Vugteveen
Veldheer, Marlene Hartgerink
Veldman, Jay E











Susan Graves Van Kuiken
Ada, Mich40% $9,354
Aldrich. Marcia Welch
Allen, Thesesa De Vries
Andree, Donald
Angus. John




















Decker. A Joyce Haken
de Forest. Robert

















Hoek, Beverly Van Voorst
Hoffs. Vernon





















































Van Dam, John H
VanderBroek. Kenneth





•A VanKuiken, Susan Graves
Ver Beek, Carl
Ver Beek, Sandra Dressel
VerMeulen, Isla VanEenenaam
•«* Visscher, Henry




































1978 Wendy Martin 45
1976 Jim Donkersloot 43
1973 Tim Brown 42
1974 Cathy Walchenbach Koop 41
1972 Jos Willems Gentel 40
TOTAL GIVING BY CLASSES
*1929 Dirk Mouw $14,738
1964 Larry & Gretchen Hull Lemmenes 14,466
*1949 Peggy Prins DeHaan 13,055
1950 Phyllis Sherman Booi 12,373
*1939 Orville Beattie 12,206
1965 Marion Hoekstra 11,641
1952 Richard Caldwell 11,134
1951
‘Reunion Classes
John Van Eenenaam 10,417
PERCENT OF PARTICIPATION
1911 Henry & Sara Helene Beltman 100%
1929 Dirk Mouw 94%
1913 Henry & Sara Helene Beltman 75%
1922 Winfield Burggraaff 74%
1920 George Vanderborgh 73%
1919 Harriet Baker Prins 73%
1926 Marion Pennings 73%
TOTAL NUMBER OF DONORS
1950 Phyllis Sherman Booi 164
1964 Larry & Gretchen Hull Lemmenes 164
1963 Robert Klebe 148
1969 George & Mary Lynn Koop Arwady 133
1965 Marion Hoekstra 130
1967 Mark & Donna Droppers Oudersluys 130
INCREASED GIVING OVER LAST YEAR'S TOTAL
*1929 Dirk Mouw $8,605
1964 Larry & Gretchen Hull Lemmenes 5,862
*1949 Peggy Prins DeHaan 4,349
1965 Marion Hoekstra 3,598
1973 Tim Brown 3,381
‘Reunion Classes
AVERAGE GIFT PER DONOR
*1939 Orville Beattie $217.96
1911 Henry & Sara Helene Beltman 200.00
*1929 Dirk Mouw 171.37
1926 Marion Pennings 160.44
1928 Lester Kuyper 156.00
‘Reunion Classes
Coulson, Charles M.
** Custer, Ruth Laning
De Jong. Carl
•A De Jongh, Miriam Klaaren









w* Engbers, Harriet Wissink



























Kleinheksel, Sharon Van't Kerhof
-J Kleinheksel. Virginia Top
Kober. Albert
Kortering, Lois Griffes
** Kraai. Franklin D
Law, Elsie Wen Hua
Letarte, Clyde
Lydens, Paul G.






















Stryker, Mary Van Koevering
** TenPas, Ethelanne Swets
TerMolen, Edna Hollander
W* Toji, Lorraine. Hellenga
Trimmer, Robert
Tysse, John P.
** Vander Borgh, Clarence
VanderHill, C Warren
VanderHill, Joy Phillip




Van't Hof, Mary Cumerford
Voskuil, Duane M.
Walcott, Susan Lee
























** Brown, Phyllis Prins







Cook, Judith Van Leeuwen
Cook Ralph Richard
Cox, Marilyn Rocks
** Damhof, Gale H.
Den Uyl, Phyllis Smith





























































Van Buren, Adina Yonan
Van Buren, Wallace D.







Van Dyle, Eleanor Verburg
VanEenenaam, Ronald
Van Lente, Trudie




























** Boerckel, Mary Bosch
















de Forest, Carole Sutton
























••’i Hoffman, Joanne, Ten Haken
^ Hoffs, Judith Kuiper





























Rynbrandt, Marilyn Vander Wilt






•A Thiesse, Louise Turnbull
Timmer, Albert






Van Ernst, Glenda Venema
W* Van Genderen, Beverly Joeckel
van Leuwen, Bruce
Van Verst, Richard















































De Jong, John H
De Jong, Mary Kiesenitz
Derenthal, Joyce Keas
wH Deur, Lynn Adams





























































•t* Meyer, Paul U.

















««\ Rumminger, Shirley Hoover
Ryan, Willaim R.
Schaap, James C.





Scudder, Lewis R„ Jr
•** Seely, Edward D










w* Tigelaar, Mary Peelen
Tomlinson, Samuel C.





Van Dam, Edwin M.
Vander Hill. James C.
Vander Woude. Mary Berghorst
Van Dyke. Janice Dykman
Van Cenderen, Kurt













Larry & Gretchen Hull Lemmenes









Bolt, Henry V., Ill

















































^ Jackson. Ralph E., Jr
** Jurries. James L


















** Marsilje, Diana Hellenga
Marsilje, Edward H
-*1! McFall. Karen Daniels
^ McNeil. Thomas F.




x* Meyer. Lesley Brower
Miedema, Judith S.
Mitchell, Ann Knudsen
x1! Mooy. Susan M




x* Murray, Diane LaBoueff
** Nagelvoort. Mary Van Harn
^ Nagelvoort. Terry
Newhouse, Richard A.. Jr
Newhouse. Tracy Fisher
xH Nieboer. Nancy A
O'Brien. Barbara Freggens
x* Ogden. Daniel L
x* Osman, Albert )
Peddie, Gayle Rypstra
Peddie, Thomas K














x* Schaap, Linda Selander
Scott. Janice Coon
Seaman. Mabel










x* Swart, Jacqualine Teronde
x\ Swart, John
Tanis, Christine Ferruzzi
Tanis, Paul M.. II
Tausky, Nancy Zvvart
TeCroney, Nelson
x* Ter Beek, Bruce
Ter Beek. Glen A
Thompson, Donald
xH Tigelaar. Robert E
x* Tillema, Herbert K
x* Tsai, Phillip
x* Van Blarcom, Vivian
Vandam. James
Vandam, Nancy Rypma
x* Vandenberg, Helen Rose
Vander Borgh, Richard





Van Zanten, Gail Fridlington
Van Zoeren, Keith
Veltman, Belle Kleinheksel
x* VerHulst, Karen Vander Werf
Veurink, Charles







Wesselink, Linda R, DeWitt
Wezeman, Frederick
xH Wiers, Marsha Kaper
Wombwell, Thomas P






x* Abel, Roger H
Allen, Carol VanLente
Allen. Frances Hala
Anderson, Robert G„ Jr.
x* Bakker, Kelwin, J
Beaver, Linda Borgman




x* Bolt. Richard H
Bone, Ruthann Kohlman
x* Brandsma, Hope Beckering
x* Brandt. Jeanann Elgersma





x* Busman, Richard J
x* Carbone, Frances R. Ford




x* Dalman, David A.
x* Dalman, Patricia Gleichman
x* De Hollander. Duane E.
x* De Long. Ellen Walter
x* De Long. Ted W













x* Hepburn, Barbara Yager
Hesselink, Paul K.
Hillstrom, Pamela Dykstra
x\ Hintze, Rebecca J Allen
x* Hoekstra, Marion L
Holleman, Edith Ann
Kieft, Joyce Dekorver
x* Kieft, Larry L.






x* Masselink, Carla Reidsma
Mast, Mary Jean
x* McFall. Richard L




x* Miller, Philip D
x1* Miner, Mary Bridger
x* Miner, Timothy I
Mitchell, Penelope Havinga
x* Mulder, Ronald Allen
x* Mulder, Sandra Cady
Neckers, Bruce W






x* Pruiksma, Jacob J., Jr.
x* Ransford, Paul
x* Ransford, Sally Kooistra
Reed, Ruth Elaine Yzenbaard
xH Richardson, John B.
Ridder, James Brian
Robertson, Sandra Klynstra
x* Schade, Jane Kruizenga
x* Schade. Thomas V
x* Scholten, Karen Atman
xH Scholtens, Martin A
Schrier. Michael
Sebens, Carol Klooster
x* Serum, James W.
x* Shattuck, Richard W.
x* Shumaker, Richard J






x* Stehouwer. David M.
Steketee, Peter W
Sterk, Carla Vande Bunte
x* Stielstra, Edward A
x* Stryker. David P.
Swets, Janiece Smoll
Tapley, Sally Steketee
x* Teall, Gary A.
Ten Brink, Norman W.
x* TerBeek, Ruth Lam
x* Ter Haar. Betty Smith
Terpstra, John D
Vaccaro, James R.
x^ Van Belois, Harvard J
Van Dahm, George
x* Van Dam, Linda Vermeer
x* Vander Hill. Mary Jane Mills
x* Vander Hoff, Frank D., Jr
Vander Roest. John W.
Vander Velde, George
x* Van Hoeven. Shirley Bouwman
x* Van Liere, Jack
Van Til, James E.
x^ Van Wingeren, John P.








x* Werkman, Judy Dirkse
x\ Wiers, Charles J.
x* Wilson, Alan R
Wombwell, Ellen Hollinger
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t* Costos, Martha Campbell
Daane, John
DeBoer. George E























































Moerdyk, Sara Puehl •S'


































Van Til, Jeanne Frissel
•S' Ver Steeg, Linda Tiezzi
Weddle, David
Welch, Carol Shepherd
Welsh, Judith Vander Naald
•S' Wepfer. Richard
Werge, Robert
Werkhoven, Joan Van Slageren
Westervelt, Robert D















•S' Auten, Gerald E
Barendse, Ethel Gleichman
•S' Barron, Francis H.
Bast, Joyce Nelson







Bowman, Harold Dudley, II
Buchan, Sue Utzinger
•S' Buys, Beth VanKuiken
•S' Cain, Laura Manasek
Cain, Lawrence D
•S' Campbell, Donald
•S' Carlson, Terry L
•S' Cole. Leslie L
Conn, Judith Bell
•S' Cook, Thomas M
Cotts. Wayne G
Cox, John D
Cox, Patricia Mac Eachron
Crozier, Barbara VanderWest
















Harrington, Mary Van Pernis
Johnson, Carole Fields
Joldersma, Barbara Granberg
Justesen, Roy C . |r
Keegstra, Kenneth G.




•S' Kleis, John P
Kliphuis. Fritz L
•S' Klow, Ellen Folkert
•S' Klow, M Bradley •S'
Knapp, Marcia Bennmk
Kuiper, Richard A
•S' Larkin, John Stephen
•S' Latowsky, Charles P. ^
•S' Levey, Stuart J.
Lohman. James P
Mace, James Allen •S'





•S' Miller, Randall M
Miller, Richard D. ^
^ Mouw, Dirk J . r •«*
Mulder, John M **
Neckers, Susan Sonneveldt ̂
Nienhuis, Marian •*“'
•S' Noel. David M.
Norton, Gloria Langstraat











••“i Price, Patrick M







Schwegler, Nancy Newman ̂
Schwenger, Dyann, De Angel is
•S' Simon, Barbara Alhart
•S' Stielstra, Sandra Mitter
Strom, Sally Anne
Sweetser, Ruth Ziemann
•S' Swets, Douglas B.
Sytmsa, Menno ).
Taylor, Sally ^
•S' Terpstra, Paul L •S'






Vander Laan, Margaret June •S'
Vander Meer, Albert
Vander Meer. Marjorie Jacobs
•S< Vanderwel, David •**




Van Tol, Kenneth J













David & Mary Jane Muller Duitsman
Grand Haven, Mich.32% $4,626
Aardema. Bonnie Timmer


















































Hood, Susan J Laraway
Hoogstra, William R
Hornack, Janice F Kemink
Ingersoll, Linda K Weessies
Jaecker. John























Mills. William F . |r













** Pessman, Gloria A Renkes
Peterson, Barbara Klaasen
Plagenhoef, Vernon N




























Vander Weele, Pamela Reynolds
** Vande Water. Nancy Van Koevermg
VanHaitsma, Dennis




Willcocks, Ernest. G.. II
** Yonker, Sharon Chamberlain
Young, William H
CLASS OF 1969
George & Lynn Koop Arwady
Saginaw. Mich36% $7,603
Aardema, Robert J
^ Arwady. George E














































••i Gunther, James B.
Hazen, Mary Ann










^ Keuning, Marta Vanderkooi
King, William L„ Jr
Klein, Robert P.
Kooiker. Jan R Voogd
Kragt, Timothy A.
Kuiper, Susan Johnson
** Kuipers, Glenn A.
^ Leenhouts, John
Ligtenljerg. L Jack
Wi Ligtenberg, Mary Kooiman
Lubbers. Barbara Fordham
Luidens, Donald A




^ Marr, Candace Rae
Matthews. Dale
** Mayer. Timothy A.
McGeehan, George F
Mcllwaine, Jeffrey G.
^ McMullin. Charles W . Jr
Meeusen, Marilyn Yzenbaard
Milner, Janine Van Witzenburg
^ Mol. Laurie Hammon
Mol, Norman
Murray. Calvin
^ Myers. Elliott H
Nonhof, John H
Owens, Bobbi Jo Capron
Paplawsky, Cara Hendrickson
Paplawsky, Peter
Payrzycki, Sharon K Wilterdink





















** Spencer, Dorothy A
Teall, Elaine Carlin
Terpstra, Martha





x* VanDenBos, Robert L
Vanderbeek, Lynn Wyman
Vander Weele, Stephen F
Vandewall, Lee
Van Wingeren, Karen Grabinski
x\ Veenstra, Richard D
x* Vigants, Sandra L Champion




Weiss, Diana L Williams


































































































































Sterenberg, Lois ten Hoor
«*( Sterk, Stanley J
Stoepker. Daniel Lee
Strampel, William D
Taylor, Caroline F Chapman
Thoman, Norma Holly Cow
Thomas, Constance, Vander Velde











Van Engen, Jean Taylor
Van Faasen, William C.
Van Noord, Glenn A
Van Pemis, Eileen, Reus
Van Pernis, Paul












William & Susan Broekstra Hondorp
















Currie, Juliana O. Schvetz
De Meester, Robert J
De Young. Esther Schuring
Doorlag, Jack L
Dykhuis, Lee
Dykstra, Deborah E Denton
Dykstra, Tom Roy








Pacesetters are alumni, parents and friends who give tangible
expression of their commitment and support by contributing
$250-$499 each year to the Annual Fund
Hope's Pacesetters believe society needs a college dedicated to
providing a meaningful education within the context of the Christian
faith. Pacesetters are dedicated to providing resources so that Hope
can continue to train leaders who will make the world a better place.
Membership in Hope's Pacesetters grew from 187 in 1977-78, the first
year of the Club, to 430 in fiscal year 1978-79 — an increase of
130%. You are cordially invited to join with us in strengthening the
present and future of Hope College.
Mr & Mr Ralph C Ackermann
Mr & Mrs. Thomas E Allen
Dr & Mrs. James K Anderson. Jr
Mr & Mrs Howard Anker
Dr & Mrs. William Arendshorst. Jr.
Mr & Mrs. George E Arwady
Mr. Charles C. Aschbrenner
Mr & Mrs Randall J Baar
Mr. Kenneth Baker
Mr & Mrs Gerald A. Bax
Mr & Mrs Robert H. Becksfort
Dr & Mrs Ronald W Beery
Dr & Mrs Henry Beltman
Mr & Mrs. Robert Bennett
Mr & Mrs. Gordon E Berkel
The Reverend & Mrs Ronald Beyer
Mr & Mrs. David Bixel
Dr & Mrs. Walter J. Boerman
Miss Elaine Bolthouse
Mr & Mrs. C. Clarke Borgeson
Mr & Mrs J R Bozeman
Mr & Mrs. Bernard Bradley
Mr & Mrs. Charles Bradford, Jr
Dr & Mrs Allen R Brady
Mrs. Frank Brieve
Mr. & Mrs Mark N. Brouwer
Dr & Mrs. Bert Brower
Mr & Mrs. Calvin Bruins
Dr. & Mrs Winfield Burggraaff
Mr & Mrs Ronald L. Bultema
Mr & Mrs Albert Bursma, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Richard J Busman
Mr & Mrs. John W Bussema
Mr & Mrs. Cordon L. Buyck
Mr & Mrs Richard C Caldwell
Mr. Donald Campbell
Dr & Mrs R Richard Cook
Dr & Mrs. Martin Cupery
Mr & Mrs. Adrian de Boom
Mr & Mrs Nicholas J Deenik
Mr & Mrs Garrett H. De Haan
Mr & Mrs John Deheus
Dr & Mrs. Jack De Long
Mr & Mrs. Harmon M Den Herder
Dr & Mrs. Donald A. Dephouse
Mr & Mrs. David C. Dethmers
Dr & Mrs David DeVisser
Mr & Mrs. R John DeWeert
Dr & Mrs. Bernard De Witt
Mr & Mrs. James R DeWolf
Mr. & Mrs Delbert N. De Young
Mr & Mrs. William M De Young
Mr James K. Dressel
Mr & Mrs. Richard G. Dykehouse
Mr Ralph W. Eggert
Mr & Mrs. Dirk H Elferink
Mr & Mrs Kenneth P Ensing
The Reverend & Mrs. Ken Eriks
Mr Edward Fieldhouse
Dr & Mrs Jay E Folkert
Mr & Mrs. Bruce Formsma
Mr & Mrs. Joseph M. Fowler
Mr. &-Mrs. John O. French
Mr & Mrs Rudolph Frundt
Dr & Mrs. John a. Gezon
Dr & Mrs John A Griep
Mr & Mrs James R Gunn
Mr & Mrs Russell A Hage
Mr & Mrs Harold Hakken
Mr & Mrs Edwin Hardy
Mr, James R Harris
Dr & Mrs. Ronald Hartgennk
The Reverend & Mrs Jack H Hascup
Mr & Mrs. Lloyd A Heneveld, Sr
Mr & Mrs Timothy Hillegonds
The Reverend & Mrs. Richard Hlne
Dr & Mrs. Paul E Hinkamp
Miss Marion L. Hoekstra
Mr & Mrs. David M Hoogerhyde
Mr & Mrs Harvey Hop
Mr & Mrs Anthony H Horton
Mr & Mrs Thomas Houtman
Mr & mrs. Gordon D Huizen
Mr & Mrs John E Huizen
Mrs Leo Insel
Mr & Mrs Rupert Jackson
Dr. & Mrs John Jaecker
Dr. & Mrs Eugene C Jekel
Mr & Mrs Stanley V. Joeckel
Mr & Mrs George Kamps, Jr
Mr & Mrs. Warren W. Kane
Mr & Mrs Allen G Keunmg
Mr & Mrs E Kitchenmaster
Dr & Mrs Stanley H Kleinheksel
Mr & Mrs Russell Kleis
Dr & Mrs James Klomparans
Dr Floyd Klouw
Mr & Mrs Harvey Kollen
Mr & Mrs Martin Kooistra
Mr Harold C. Kooyers
Mr & Mrs Victor Kronemeyer
Mr & Mrs Forrest Laug
Mr & Mrs Duane Lehman
Mr Harvey Leland
Mr & Mrs Larry Lemmenes
The Reverend & Mrs Ronald Lokhorst
Mr & Mrs Roy S Lumsden
Mr & Mrs. N F Lunderberg
The Reverend & Mrs William G. Maat
Mr & Mrs. Ivan A. MacArthur
Mr & Mrs Richard Machiele. Sr
Dr & Mrs Michael O. Magan
Dr & Mrs Reo J. Marcotte
Mr & Mrs Robert J Marcus
Dr. & Mrs David G Marker
Mr & Mrs Edward Marsilje
Dr & Mrs Timothy A. Mayer
Mr & Mrs Arthur Mervenne
The Honorable & Mrs Bruno H Miller
Mr & Mrs Carl R Miller
Mr & Mrs Timothy Miner
Dr & Mrs. Robert J Moolenaar
Mr & Mrs James Moor
Dr & Mrs. David R. Mouw
Dr Bernard Mulder
Mr & Mrs. M Carlyle Neckers
Mr. & Mrs. John H Nelson
Mr & Mrs Hendrik Nobel
Mr & Mrs. John F Nordstrom
Mr & Mrs. Arthur Olthoff
Mr & Mrs Albert J Osman
Dr & Mrs M E. Osterhaven
Mr & Mrs. Mark Oudersluys
The Reverend Marion Pennings
Mrs Phil Phillips
Mr & Mrs Robert T Pocock
Mr & Mrs Frank J Pollnow
Mr & Mrs Robert P Powers
Mr & Mrs. George Ramsden
Mr & Mrs Willard Rens, Sr.
Mr & Mrs Alvin P. Rezelman
Mr & Mrs. Raymond Ribema
Mr & Mrs. George L Rock
Mr & Mrs Peter N Roon
Mr & Mrs William D Route
Mr & Mrs Richard Ruch
Mr & Mrs William R Ryan
Mr & Mrs |ohn H Ryskamp
Mr & Mrs. Roger C Sample
Mr & Mrs Albert Schaafsma
Dr & Mrs Peter J. Schakel
Mr & Mrs Dell Schipper
Mr & Mrs Vem Schipper
Mrs Henry B Schoon
Mr & Mrs Kim Schrotenboer
Dr & Mrs James W Serum
Mr & Mrs L Montgomery Shepard
Mr & Mrs Frank C Sherburne, Jr.
Mr & Mrs Robert L Silber
Mr & Mrs. Elvin ) Slenk
Mr & Mrs Charles R Sligh, III
Mr & Mrs Raymond Slotman
Mr & Mrs Patrick B Smith
Mr & Mrs Raymond E. Smith
Mr Harry C. Snell, Jr
Mr & Mrs Robert G Soeters
Miss Theresa C Staal
Mr & Mrs. David L Stavanger
Dr & Mrs William Struck
Mr & Mrs. David Tapley
Mr & Mrs Henry Ten Hoor
Dr & Mrs lohn Tenpas
Mrs. Arend Tepaske
Mr John D Terpstra
Mr Masuo & Dr Lorraine Toji
Miss Grace Toren
Miss Marian A Toren
Dr. & Mrs Herman Van Ark
Mr & Mrs Myron Van Ark
Mr and Mrs. Donald L Vande Bunte
Dr & Mrs Allison Vandenberg
Mr & Mrs John Vanden Bosch. Jr.
Mr & Mrs Jay Vander Bie
The Reverend & Mrs Kenneth Vanderbroek
Dr & Mrs Donald W Vander Jagt
Dr & Mrs Clarence Vandervelde
Mr Clifford VanderYacht
Mrs Roy Van Dragt
Dr. & Mrs Frederick Van Duyne
Mr William G. Van Dyke
Dr & Mrs. David O. Van Eenenaam
Mrs George Van Eenenaam
Mr Allan Van Huis
Mr & Mrs Dale E Van Lente
Dr & Mrs Donald W Van Liere
Ms Helen Van Loo
Mr & Mrs Richard L VanOss
Mr & Mrs Lloyd H. Van Raalte
Dr Eva B. Van Schaack
Mr & Mrs. Gerald Van Wyngarden
Mr & Mrs Alvin Vetger
Dr & Mrs Jerold P Veldman
Mr & Mrs Louis Verduin
Miss Vickie Lynn Vienning
Mr & Mrs H Raymond Vinstra
Mr & Mrs Nellis Wagner
Mr & Mrs John P Walsma
Miss Geraldine Walvoord
Dr & Mrs Charles C Wang
Mr. & Mrs Gilbert Ward
Mr & Mrs Vernon W Webster
Mr & Mrs. Richard K Weisinger
Mr & Mrs William Welsch
Mr & Mrs Millard Westrate
Dr & Mrs. F Sheldon Wettack
Mr & Mrs Herbert T Widmer
Mr. & Mrs Ronald B. Wilson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Worsnop


















Kaper, Sue Vander Naald
Kemink, John L
Keuning, Allen G.




Lee. George K W



















•e* Pedersen. Patricia DeBoer
Perrine, Arline Scheffel













Siptak. Mary E Scott
Sittser. Lynda Dethmers
Smeenge. Donald Richard
^ Smith, Myra E Baas
Steenbergen. Jennifer Kastner
x* Sterk, Fern Frank
Suda, Brenda L Degrosa
^ Ten Clay, Henry Arlan
Tepper, Douglas H
Thoman, Damas C
^ Thornburg, Pamela E Parker
Thornhill, Kathleen Martinus
Tucker. Sharon Lynn
«** Van Ark, Dawn
VandeBrake, Mark P
w* Vande Kemp. Hendnka
Vander Byl. Wayne A
Vander Molen, Corrine M. Havinga
Vander Ploeg, Jon D.
Vander Ploeg, Pamela Bedard
Vander Schaaf, Dean
Van Dort, Bernice Renner
Van Dort. Mark A








Wing, Martha Ann Jenkins
Wing. Stephen R












Brugger. Ann M. Lemmer
Buckman. Susan D
Camp. Kathryn E Page








w* De Fouw. Deborah Karle
De Graff. Garrett E.





^ DeYoung. Janet E Wickens
Douglass, Robert O







•«* Essink, Floyd H
Farrell, Louise K Boogard
Fisher, George P
** Franklyn. Ronald M
Cental, Johanna S Willems
Getty. Doris A Smith
Gomes, Carl W. II
Gouwens, Thomas E
w* Graham. Scott T
^ Gralow, Kenneth E











^ Janda. Patricia Meliere
Keeler. Herbert A.
Keizer, Jerry R
Kiefer, Mary Jo Brown
Kiefer. Russell J





^ Liggett. Barbara DeHaan
Lodden. Kenneth J
Luyendyk, Jean E Maring
««* Luyendyk, Robert P












•A Paplawsky. Fonda VanSloten
Paplawsky. Thomas S.
Patmos. Margaret Murray













Sittser. Gerald L , Jr
Slagboom, Philip
Smith. Jennifer, L. Chiselin
Smith, Paul M
Snoap, Martin A






V' Turner, Richard F
VandeBrake, Kathryn Theurer
Vande Bunte, Eugene J
Vander Lugt, William




^ Wallendal, Nancy E













h* Boote, Cathy J





•c1' Burgering, Marcia L
w* Busman, Stanley C
Christensen, Elaine Nichols
Claxton. Brian L
Claxton. Marcia L Larson




««V De Fouw, Richard W
DeHaan, Mark W
DeHeus, Gail Marie Werka
De Young, Roger D
^ Dirkse, David L









George, Mary L. Wissink
Gest, Raymond A
Getty, Thomas S„ Jr
** Gosselar, David Robert
Gossett, Charles W
Green, Gregory J
Hamberg, Jean M. Nykerk
^ Haney. Susan J.
Hankamp, Janice Slot
Harmelink, David W
Harmelink. Denise A. Schuiling
Helmink, Peggy L
Hendricks, Lynne R. Walchenbach
Hicks. Susan J
^ Hiskes. Ann E)eckard
^ Hiskes, Richard P
Hoffman. Robert D
•«* Hoftiezer, Jeanne
^ Holleboom, Rosemary Van Heukelum
««\ Huizenga, John Charles
w* Janda. Kenneth C.
Johnson, George M.









Kuipers, Pamela G Herta
Kullgren, Joan Vander Velde






Nees, Cynthia L. Smith
Neumann, Douglas E.
«*“< Nyhof. Richard A.
Paven, Patricia L.
Petersen, David P
•J Petersen, Laurel Anman
Peterson. Jocelyn Ann
Pisano, Louise L. Pfeifer
Price, David R
Runyon, William









Strader, Janice A. Wortelboer
** Stuit, Mary Berends
^ Stuit. Thomas Lee
Sullivan, Christopher
Tappert, Sarah Penny
Tappert, Tara Leigh (Dilks)
Tenhaken, Vicki R. (Meshkin)
** Tharp, Charles G.
Ticknor, James C.





Vander Byl, Anne L Walvoord
VanderLind, Richard L
Vander Schaaf. Judy Lookenhouse
VanDop, Beverly De Young
VanDop, Richard
Van Dyke, Robert J
Van Kuiken, Thomas B
Van Voorst. Mary Lind Bos
Vis. Thomas R.
Vruggink, Barbara S. Marsh
Walsh, Linda A. Wood




























w1! Bultema, Ronald L
Burgess. Ronald C
•eV Busta, Linda J Dick









Evans, Linda R Klomp













V* Hamm, Norman C
Hoefle. Diane S
Johnson, Debra




Kloote, Mary E Gerber
Knowles. Kristi L











McCoy. Deborah A Aten
Meeuwsen, Kenneth W.




Moored, Keith W., Jr

















Schmidt. Pearl A. Stark
Semeyn, Rebecca Jacobs
Sheppard, Sandra K Zoodsma
Siebesma, Marcia K
Smith, Jan A. Beukema
Smith. Susanne Lightner
Staal. Ann C Voskuil
^ Staal, Thomas H
Sutton. Mary E Meade
Timmer. Linda L. Buter
Timmer. Mary Jane Smits
Usher, T Bruce
•«* VanBuren, Michael H
VanDam, Timothy D
Vander Weide. David B.
Vander Weide. Jean C. Langerlaan
Vannette, Diane L
Van Voorst. Robert E
Vollmer, Kathy S. Vander Molen
Wesner. David A •




South Haven, Mich.25% $4,511










w* Brondyke, Janet A Koop
Burkhour. Harvey E.
x* Callam, Gordon J.
Ching, Judi Loebl
Clark. Neil K
«** Claus. Thomas H
Cluley. David S
Conklin. Carol D
««* Cornell. Paul T
Currie. Lee W
Davidson, Mary Jane Myers
^ Deblock, William I
De Haan, Virginia L. (Kempston)
Dekker, Mary Jo Scott




Dominelli, Jean E. Ottignon
Donaldson-VanVoorhees. Joan
Donnelly, Stephen
Doro, Frank Joseph, Jr
Drier, Julia A Seaman
Echenique, Carol J. Hoekstra
Ellison, R Jeremy
Fedak, Alfred V















Heschle, John H , Jr
Hietbrink, Denise M. Sullivan
Hillebrand. Catherine T
t*1! Hondorp. Joan K




Kliphuis, Patricia C Sierdsma
Kloosterboer, John A
w't Kooistra, Kenneth J
Kornoelje, Carol R
Korver, Kathern Mia
^ Kupres, Steven M
Lawton, William Lee
Leonard, Nancy J Hogroian
Lowe, Janie L Voogd
Loyd. Elizabeth Huffman










Norden. Jean E Boven
Norg, Deborah Sue
O'Connell. Phyllis A Henseler
Ondrus, Paul S
Pfeiffer, Glenn
Pocock. Cynthia M Arnold
Poppink, Sue E
Pugh, Kurt F
Rivas. Diane E Hartje
^ Rodenhouse. Nicholas L
Rumpsa, Matthew J
Rumpsa, Vicki Lu Wiegerink
Spoelhof, Gerard D









VanVoorst, Susan Y Glerum
Waalkes. Michael P
Wagner. Glenn Maris
Wagner, Nancy Beth Costing
Wharton. Deborah Pirmann
Whitehouse. Adelaide
Wickstra, Lynn Penny Hambleton
Wiersma, Daniel P
^ Wilkinson, Mary Lee
Williamson, Ellenore Thompson
Zielke. Mark D






Alderink. Sally Ann Meeusen
Alkema, Steven Jon
Ashby, Norma Jane O'Brien
Balkema, Katherine S. Kolenko
Batey, Diane Cynthia
^ Bilow, Karen Jean
Blair, Lynn Murray
Booi, Nancy Jean Tromp
^ Bosch. Karen L
Bosscher, llene M Crysler
Broene, Donald Craig
Brown, Lydia Anne Huttar
Bruggers, Barbara Ruth Herbek
Bruggers, Stephen Glenn
Buckley, Kim C
Buckley. Margaret A Vanden Berg
Busby, Ann









Dimon. Kay M Hapke
Ditmar, Nancy Bonzelaar
Dolislager, Marilee J Bartels
Donaldson-Van Voorhees, John
Donkersloot. James A
*•*< Durham. John R
Dwyer. Patricia J
English, Gretchen VanderKlipp
Field, Lynda Susan Rice
Field, Scott Nelson
Frankosky. Melissa L Gutwein
Graham, William Stewart
Halvorsen. Mark B
Halvorsen. Nancy Ann Ball
Happe. George W
Harlow. Selwyn E . Jr
Harmeling, Mary Nan Claerbout
^ Hendricks. Nancy S Pickell
Holleman. Lynn DePree
««* Honholt. Bruce E
Huizenga. Debra L DeWeerdt
Junor. Leah M. Katt
Kieffer, David A
Koedyker. Marilyn Raye Rathbun
^ Kovacs. Linda Sue
^ Liang. Susan Lynn Northuis
Lilts, David Alan
Lilts, Kay Joanne Walvoord
Lukow, August Louis, Jr
Lukow. Janet Lynn Lupkes
Martin. Lisa Maureen Pifer
w* Moores. Katherine Ann
Moreau. Barbara Sue Bobeng
V Moreau. William H
^ Mouw. Sarah Elizabeth
Mulder. David Marshall
Mulder. Mara Ruth Reitsma
Mulder, Timothy John
^ Nieuwsma. Gary E
Page. Nancy Irene Bennett
Page. Thomas Arnold
Peterson, Katherine C
Petkus, Peter C P
Petkus, Sandra K Hutchinson





^ Ritcheske, James P
Schrier. Linda Jean Vandenberg
Shidemantle, Karen Dimon
Shoemaker, Louise Purring
^ Slater.Deobrah. M Herzog
Slater. Dwight Earl
Smith, Rick A
Smith, Susan L Boers
Sodeke, Stephen Olufemi










Vander Molen. Craig A
Van Oostenburg. Mavis E
Van Oss, Cheryl Rae Blodgett
















Bartels. Valerie A Winslow
Bechtel. Lee Allen





Blaske. Debbie. A Markwardt
•** Blaske, George Alan
Boersma, Elizabeth
Bombara. Mark A
Bombara. Mary Joan Pyle




Cupery, Mary E Vandenberg
DeBoer. C. Gwen
D EIia. Daniel M








** Elhart, Mary Lynn
Ellison. Deborah J
Fell, Rachel Jane Hesselink










Melville. William Barton. Jr
Meyer. Jeffrey Bivins



















•e* VandeBunte, Nancy L. Petroelje
Van Dis, Susan
^ Van Tassell, Thomas Howard
Van Wylen, Stephen J
Vidoni, Robin Lynn Mulder
Walters. Richard G
Weerstra, Valorie Joy Martinie
Willliams, Steven Beck
Wisner, Larry L.




















































^ Hesselink. Demetra Collia
Higgins. Craig Alan
Vi Hoffman, Debra Lynn














V* Manting, Peter Alan
Martin, Wendy M
McConnell. Lois J CLASS OF 1980
McCullough, Phil
McMullin, Marla De Young, Todd
Mill. Sharon L Nordstrom, Linda A,
Mills, Amy Peachey, Steven L




Nieuwkoop. Anthony James CLASS OF 1981
Nitsch, Deborah A
Overton. Laurie De Young, Jane
V Owen. Lynn Patrice Graves, Joseph, III
Picht. James McClure, Sandra L
Pontier. Meral E. Saylor Sluggett, Jeffrey
Pontier. Scott Jay
Pulos, George R . Jr
Raabe. Julie Lynn
Rae, Gary S CLASS OF 1982
V Ratering. Martha J
V Ravesloot, Nancy Welch, John F.
Ryan, Edward W Williams, Susan
Sawyer, Sheila Theresa
Schaffer, Jeffrey L















Vander Roest, Karen L
Vande Waa, John A
V VanDyke, Wayne Alan
Van Hassel, Richard J
Van Lente, Lynn Berry
Van Wyk, Marilyn










V Young, Janet Lorraine
Vi Zessin, David M




























Members of the Second Century Club are those alumni, parents
and friends of Hope College who believe in the necessity and
continued vigor of a Christian liberal arts education.
The gifts of Second Century Club members support the ongoing
operations of the College and thus have an immediate impact on the
lives of students and faculty.
Members are those who commit themselves to an exceptional
level of support through a bequest, life insurance or a direct cash
contribution.
lack H. De Witt
'32, President
Dr & Mrs. G Donald Albers
Mr. & Mrs. William K Anderson
Mr & Mrs Bernard Arendshorst
Mr. & Mrs. Paul | Baker
Mr. & Mrs R E Barber
Miss Martha Barkema
Mr. & Mrs. Orville C Beattie
Mr & Mrs Arthur C. Becker
Mr & Mrs. Clarence Becker
Mr & Mrs. William F Beebe
Mr & Mrs Raymond V. Begg
Mr & Mrs. Kenneth Bergsma
Dr. & Mrs John T Beuker
Mr & Mrs Max D Boersma
Dr & Mrs. Vernon Boersma
Mr & Mrs. Ronald Boeve
Mr & Mrs William Bonnema
Mr & Mrs Alvin D Bos
Mr & Mrs. Ivan A Bosman
Mr & Mrs J Russel Bouws
Dr & Mrs. Ronald J Boven
Mr & Mrs. Henry Brink
Mr & Mrs Kenneth W Brink
Mr & Mrs James F Brooks
Dr & Mrs Paul J Brouwer
Mr. & Mrs Paul Buit
Mr & Mrs. Walter Busker
Mr & Mrs. Harvey J Buter
Mrs. W.A. Butler
Mr. & Mrs. Adrian G. Buys
Mr & Mrs Ekdal J Buys
Mr Cornelius Bylenga
Mr George P Bylsma
Mr William D Cameron
Dr. & Mrs. Henry A. Christian
Dr & Mrs. Nelson H Clark
Col & Mrs Edwin Comstock
Mr & Mrs. Charles F Conrad
Mr & Mrs Peter C. Cook
Mr & Mrs George R Cook
Mr & Mrs Bert H. Cooper
Mr & Mrs. Charles J. Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald B Cox
Mr & Mrs. George H. Dalman
Mrs Andrew Dalman
Dr & Mrs. Eugene E Damstra
Mr & Mrs Robert De Bruyn
Mr & Mrs. Robert S De Bruyn
Mr & Mrs. Kenneth De Groot
Mr & Mrs Willard DeGroot
Mr & Mrs. William P De Long
Mr & Mrs Robert J Den Herder
Mrs. Edward Den E4erder
Dr. & Mrs. Simon D. Den Uyl
Mr & Mrs Richard Den Uyl
Mr & Mrs. Hugh D DePree
Dr. & Mrs. James F. DePree
Mr & Mrs Richard De Vos
Mr & Mrs Jack H DeWitt
Mr & Mrs Richard A DeWitt
Mr & Mrs Richard S DeWitt
Mr & Mrs. Marvin DeWitt
Mr & Mrs Robert N De Young
Dr & Mrs Ward DeYoung
Mr & Mrs. Willis Diekema
Mr. & Mrs. John Gerard Dinkeloo
Mr Herman Dirkse
Dr & Mrs Robert Donia
Mr & Mrs Bernard Donnelly
Mr & Mrs John F Donnelly
Mr. & Mrs Alden Dow
Mr Henry J Du Mez
Dr. & Mrs. Alan Dykema
Dr & Mrs Frank E Dykema
Mr. & Mrs William Dykema
Miss Geraldine Dykhuizen
Dr & Mrs Victor W Eimicke
Mr Robert B Evans
Dr & Mrs Jack Faber
Mr & Mrs Kenneth Faber
Dr & Mrs. Harold C Fairbanks
Mr Ardale Ferguson
Dr & Mrs Henry' Fisher
Mr & Mrs J Herman Fles
Mr & Mrs Floyd J Folkert
Dr. & Mrs William E. Forth
Mrs Amos B. Foy
Mr & Mrs. Walter H Frei
Dr Paul G. Fried
Mr. & Mrs J. Dale Fris
Dr & Mrs Edwin | Fuder
Dr & Mrs Richard L Cantos
Mrs Clyde H Geerlings
Mr & Mrs. Michael Gerrie
Mr & Mrs. Bruce A. Glupker
Miss Mary Jayne Gold
Mr & Mrs. Edward B. Goodrich
Mr & Mrs. Robert W Haack
Mr & Mrs Titus J. Hager
Mrs Titus W. Hager
Mr & Mrs. Elmer Hartgerink
Mr. & Mrs. Gerard W Haworth
Mr & Mrs. Richard Haworth
Dr & Mrs Alfred Heasty
Mr & Mrs. George D Heeringa
Mr & Mrs Edsko Hekman
Mr. & Mrs Kenneth Herrick
Dr & Mrs. James Hinkamp
Mrs William G Hoebeke
Mr & Mrs. H Dale Hoftmyer
Mr. & Mrs. Winfield Hollander
Mrs. Peter Huizenga
Mr & Mrs Peter H Huizenga
Mr & Mrs Walter J.B. Hyink
Mr. & Mrs Harry C. Jaecker
Mrs Mabel P. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Joldersma
Mr. & Mrs James L Jurries
Dr & Mrs Gerrit J. Kemme
Mrs. John A. Klaaren
Mr & Mrs Clarence Klaasen
Mrs Russell A Klaasen
Mrs. Frank D. Kleinheksel
Mr & Mrs. Paul M. Kleis
Mr & Mrs. Joe Knoll
Dr Anthony Kooiker
Mr & Mrs. Vernon D Kortering
Mr & Mrs. Paul B. Kragt
Mr & Mrs Stanley Kresge
Mrs Marvin S. Kruizenga
Miss Jean Kuyper
Mr & Mrs El Stuart Kuyper
Mrs Henry J Labotz
Mr & Mrs Herman Laug
Dr & Mrs. Lloyd Lemmen
Mrs Charles Lichte
Mr & Mrs. David Lightfoot
Dr & Mrs Irwin | Lubbers
Mr & Mrs. James Lugers
Mr & Mrs Leonard Maas
Mr & Mrs Robert J Mamies
Mr. & Mrs I Herbert Marsilje
Mrs Margaret Martineau
Mr & Mrs Kenneth McConnell
Mr & Mrs John E Medendorp
Mr & Mrs John F Meerman
Mr & Mrs Harris M Meyer
Mr & Mrs. Howard Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Jack El Miller
Mr & Mrs Philip Miller
Dr & Mrs Henry Mooi
Dr Frank Moser
Dr. & Mrs Dirk Mouw
Mrs Marvin E. Muilenberg
Dr & Mrs Donald Mulder
Mr & Mrs Larry Mulder
Mr John Myaard
Mr & Mrs Terry L Nagel voort
Rev & Mrs Peter B. Northaip
Mr & Mrs Kenneth H Olsen
Dr & Mrs Melvin Costing
Dr & Mrs Russell | Paaiman
Mr & Mrs Seymour Padnos
Mr & Mrs Stuart Padnos
Mr Clifford E Paine
Dr & Mrs Norman V Peale
Dr & Mrs Matthew Peelen
Mrs J.C Pelgrim
Dr & Mrs Gilbert J Plasman
Mr & Mrs Vernon G. Poest
Dr & Mrs Alfred M Popma
Mr & Mrs Donald J Porter
Dr & Mrs Robert F Powers
Mr & Mrs. Peter Prins
Mr & Mrs Jerrald H Redeker
Mrs Morris Reed
Dr & Mrs Arad Riggs
Mr. & Mrs Andrew J Ritzema
Mr & Mrs Gerald J Rocks
Mrs William O RotLschafer
Mr & Mrs Ted J Rycenga
Mr & Mrs Harvey L Scholten
Mr. & Mrs John C Schner
Mrs O R Schwidetzky
Mr & Mrs Edward W Shineman
Dr & Mrs Bernard H Shoemaker
Miss Antoinette Sikkel
Mr & Mrs Charles R. Sligh
Mr & Mrs Howard R Sluyter
Mrs. Elamson Smith
Dr & Mrs John R Soeter
Dr. & Mrs Martin H Sommer
Mr & Mrs Henry Steffens
Mr & Mrs Paul H Sterenberg
Dr & Mrs C James Stringer
Mrs John A. Stryker
Mr & Mrs Homer Surbeck
Mr & Mrs Vernon Ten Cate
Dr & Mrs Henry TenPas
Mr & Mrs Clayton L Ter Haar
Mr & Mrs Herb J Thomas
Mr & Mrs Virgil F Thome
Mr & Mrs. Fred L Tiggleman
Mr & Mrs Herbert I Trapp
Mr & Mrs John P Tysse
Mr Don Vanden Belt
Mr & Mrs Fredrick Vandenberg
Dr & Mrs George Vanderborgh
Mr Alvin W Vanderbush
Dr and Mrs William Vander Lugt
Mrs Otto van der Velde
Dr & Mrs Calvin VanderWerf
Mr, & Mrs Robert Van Dis
Mr & Mrs. Clarence Van Ess
Mrs liertha Van Keulen
Mrs Olin C Van Lare
Mr & Mrs, Bruce van Leuwen
Mr & Mrs J Roderick van Leuwen
Mr & Mrs William Van Overloop
Mr & Mrs Raymond Van Tuinen
Dr & Mrs Gordon J Van Wylen
Dr G John Van Zoeren
Dr Oliver E Veneklasen
Mr & Mrs Carl VerBeek
Dr & Mrs James M VerMeulen
Mr & Mrs John W Ver Meulen
Dr & Mrs Victor R Ver Meulen
Dr & Mis Willard B VerMeulen
Mr & Mrs John H Ve6teeg
Mr & Mrs Ben H Viel
Mr Dale ) Visser
Mr & Mrs N Jan Wagner
Dr T Elliot Weier
Dr & Mrs Everett Welmers
Dr & Mrs William Welmers
Mr & Mrs Willard Wichers
Mrs Matthew | Wilson
Mr & Mrs John E Workman
Mr & Mrs Theodore O Yntema
Mr & Mrs Fredrick A Yonkman
Mrs Fredrick F Yonkman
Mr & Mrs lames W Zevalkink
Mr. John Zevalkink
40
1978-79 ALUMNI GIFTS BY CLASS
ANNUAL ALUMNI FUND ALL FUNDS
FRIENDS AND
PARENTS
Mr Earl M Abbott
Coo- % Con- % Mr & Mrs Alfred Ackenheil. Jr
Class tribu- of Dollar tribu- of Dollar Mr & Mrs, Ralph C Ackermann
Year Roll tors Class Amounts tors Class Amounts
Mr & Mrs James Affinito
Mr Donald Akershoek
Prep 64 20 31 $ 1,793.75 20 31 $ 1,914.15 Mr & Mrs Cornelius Alkema, Jr
1901-10 9 2 22 210.00 4 44 18,337.00 Mr & Mrs Thomas E Allen
1911-16 42 25 60 2,228.75 28 67 27,664.15 Mrs Hersa M Alverson
1917-18 38 21 55 1,757.00 27 71 16,393.71 Mr & Mrs R Thomas Ambrose
1919 26 19 73 1,585.00 20 77 4,454.22
** Mr & Mrs Richard W Ambrose
1920 26 19 73 1,640.00 20 77 41,872.40 Mr & Mrs Kenneth R Anderson
1921 33 23 70 3,491.15 24 73 4,672.44 Mr & Mrs William K AndersonMr & Mrs Alfred S Andrews
1922 27 20 74 1,507.50 21 78 1,727.82 Rev William R Angus
1923 41 27 66 1,775.00 28 68 2,350.10 Mr & Mrs Howard Anker
1924 44 30 68 3,540.00 31 70 3,869.80 Anonymous
Mr Gus Appelt

















Mr & Mrs Bruce Arntz
Mr Joseph E Arsulowicz
Mr Charles C. Aschbrenner
1928 90 52 57 8,112.50 55 61 9,309.90 Mr & Mrs George F Atkinson
1929 91 86 95 14,738.04 87 % 27,245.70 Mr. Frank Ay re
Mr & Mrs Marvin Baas
1930 102 60 59 5,955.00 65 64 7,463.44 Mr & Mrs Dan Bacon
1931 107 59 55 5,497.50 62 58 12,034.88 Mr & Mrs Frank R Bacon
Miss Lois Bailey
Mrs Beatrice Baird1932 77 45 58 5,257.50 47 61 8,878.90
1933 75 37 49 2,912.50 42 42 4,669.40 Mrs Ellen M Baker
1934 99 53 53 7,731.54 55 55 7,244.10 Mr & Mrs Paul J Baker
Mr & Mrs Robert Baker
1935 84 40 48 3,687.15 47 56 3,326.13 Mr & Mrs. W Harold Bakker
1936 % 41 43 4,133.26 47 49 12,087.63 Mr & Mrs R E Barber
1937 106 45 42 4,745.00 47 44 8,938.60 Miss Carolyn B BaremanMr & Mrs Kenneth E Baron
1938 119 56 47 7,221.50 61 51 16,256.50 Mr & Mrs Charles Bates
1939 106 56 53 12,206.20 58 55 10,629.00 Mr & Mrs Chester L Baumann
Mr & Mrs C Herbert Baxley
1940 5,687.50121 52 43 54 45 20,184.20 Ms. Evelyn M Beach
1941 109 47 43 4,980.00 49 45 9,270.00 Mr & Mrs WH Beaman. Jr
1942 135 52 39 3,717.50 56 41 4,295.80 Mr & Mrs Terry Bearss
1943 107 50 47 3,266.00 53 50 3,402.10 Mrs Walter Becker
1944 107 41 38 4,725.05 44 41 3,674.20 Mr Douglas Becksford
1945 113 42 37 5,430.00 45 40 5,469.70 Mr & Mrs Lewis W Beem
1946 124 54 44 7,238.50 56 45 8,652.60 ** Dr & Mrs Ronald W Beery
1947 135 64 47 5,452.50 68 50 6,041.90 Mrs Raymond V Begg
1948 159 70 44 6,194.02 71 45 7,292.72
Mr & Mrs Grant Beilfuss
1949 262 105 40 13,055.57 111 42 12,004.72 Mr & Mrs. George H Beld
1950 377 164 44 12,373.75 177 47 12,035.53
Mr & Mrs S A Bell
1951 264 107 41 10,417.00 111 42 11,537.40 Dr & Mrs Louis H Benes
1952 242 102 42 11,134.25 116 48 11,354.85 Mr & Mrs Bernard Bennink
1953 221 92 42 8,260.69 99 45 8,228.12 Mr & Mrs John C Bennink
Mr & Mrs Warren H Berends
















Mr Ford A Berghorst. Sr
Mr Ford A Berghorst. Jr
1957 234 89 38 5,720.45 92 39 9,578.17 Mr Harold E Berghorst
1958 227 66 39 7,977.00 93 41 16,101.18 Mr & Mrs Kenneth Bergsma
1959 272 110 40 9,353.00 116 43 8,410.10 •A Mr & Mrs Howard E Bergy
1960 289 105 36 7,512.50 108 37 8,439.10 Mr & Mrs. Carl F Binder
1%1 280 108 39 7,478.00 112 40 7,236.43 Dr & Mrs Donald Bixby, JrMr & Mrs Edward R Blaisdell
1962 276 112 41 9,415.75 117 42 8,190.61 Mr & Mrs. Paul A Blake
1963 380 148 39 8,051.00 151 40 8,316.00 Mr & Mrs. Emery Blanksma, )r
1964 433 164 38 14,466.00 169 39 9,953.10 Mr & Mrs James Blekkink
Mrs. Cornelius Blom
Mr & Mrs. William FI Boer1965 359 130 36 11,641.25 133 37 10,270.17
1966 346 122 35 6,668.50 131 38 5,708.20 Mr Howard Boerman
Rev Jacob Boerman
Mr John Boeskool1967 388 130 34 7,524.81 132 34 5,838.50
1968 389 126 32 4,625.50 131 34 4,626.90 Mr Arthur Boeve, Jr
1969 369 133 36 7,603.00 139 38 6,173.42 Mr & Mrs Robert L Boger
Mrs. Vivian G Boley
1970 347 118 34 4,241.00 126 36 4,757.02 Miss Joan Bolman
1971 334 114 34 5,375.50 120 36 4,324.20 Dr Rena Mae Bonem
1972 403 111 28 6,389.00 120 30 10,020.22
Mr & Mrs. Roger H Bonga, Jr
Mr & Mrs Nicholas Boraski
1973 410 114 28 7,661.50 128 31 6,785.92 Mr & Mrs. Edward S. Bordin
1974 375 97 26 3,594.16 104 28 3,694.26 Mr. & Mrs William H Borst
Mr & Mrs Sherman B. Bos
1975 388 97 25 4,510.50 112 29 4,911.40 Mr Jay O Bosch


















Dr. & Mrs. Wayne G Boulton
Dr & Mrs. William Boutwell
Mrs. George Bouvvman
Mr. & Mrs Robert G. Bouvvman
Mr Bryan Bouws
Mr. & Mrs E David Boyd
Mr Stuart E Boyd
Dr Rodney F Boyer
Mr & Mrs | T Bradford
^ Mr & Mrs Bernard Bradley
Dr & Mrs Allen Brady
Mr & Mrs Mrs James Brake
Mr & Mrs I W Brandt
Mr Allen Breuker
Mr Garret Breuker
Ms Mary J Breuker
Mr. & Mrs Edward A. Brevick
Mr Jasper Brink
Mrs John Brink, Jr.
Mr Leon Brink
Mr John C. Brinkman
^ Mr & Mrs. Raymond Broersma
Mr Edward M. Brolin
Mr Louis D Brondyke
Mr Galen Brookens
Mrs William J Brouwer
Mr Donald Brower
Miss Florence A, Brower
Mr & Mrs Arthur D Brown
Dr & Mrs Donald F. Brown
Ms Elsie M. Brown
Mr EJugh Brown
Mr Preston Brown
Mrs. Cornelia W Bruggers
Mr & Mrs Roger Brummel
Mr Gene Brummels
Mr & Mrs. Lewis Brummels
Dr & Mrs Bernard Brunsting
Mr & Mrs Benjamin J. Buikema
Mr. Tom Buis
Mr William Buis. Jr
Mr. Carl Buitendorp
Mr & Mrs. Joe Bultman
Mr & Mrs William H. Bumford
Mrs EJenry Buseman
^ Mr & Mrs John W Bussema
Mr Carl Bussies
Ms. Lucille M Butler
Mr & Mrs Gordon L Buyck
Mr Donald Caauwe
Mr & Mrs Harvey S. Cain
Mr & Mrs Jack A. Callam
Miss Ruby Calvert
Mr Louis Candelora
Mr & Mrs Charles A. Carson
^ Mrs Hazel A. Cass
Mrs Robert W Cavenaugh
^ Mr. & Mrs. Robert M Cecil
Mr & Mrs Albert P Centolella
Dr & Mrs James K Chamness
Rev. H.C. Chen
Dr & Mrs Henry A. Christian
Mr & Mrs Roger Chutter
Mr & Mrs Robert Clapham
Mr & Mrs Robert ). Cline
Mr. C.A. Cloetmg
Rev & Mrs. Paul Colenbrander
Mr. Ivan Compagner
Mr & Mrs. David E Congdon
Mr Graham H Conger
Mr. & Mrs. George R Conklin
Ms Frances B. Conn
Mr & Mrs Charles F Conrad
Miss Joan C Conway
Mr & Mrs. Arthur J Cook
Mr & Mrs George W Cook
Mr & Mrs. Orwin S Cook
Mr & Mrs. Paul E Cook
Mr & Mrs Peter C. Cook
Mr & Mrs. Charles J. Cooper
Mr & Mrs Gerald Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel A. Corretore, Jr.
Dr & Mrs. Robert A. Coughenour
Mr & Mrs. Gerald B. Cox
Mr. & Mrs. Arend F Cramer
Mr & Mrs. Calvin H. Crandall
Mr. & Mrs William B. Greet
Mr James Crisp
Dr Philip G. Crook
Mr & Mrs. George S. Currie
Mr & Mrs. Ronald L Dalman
Mr & Mrs. John E Damon
Mrs. Russell D. Damstra
Mr & Mrs. Wesley P Daniels
Ms. Dorothy Dansen
Mrs. Raymond Darbee
Mr & Mrs. T Harry Daubenspeck
Dr & Mrs. William Daudt
Mr, & Mrs. Gideon A. Davenport
Miss Alma E Day
Mr & Mrs. Charles E Day. Jr
Mr & Mrs. John A. DeBliek
Mr Fred C. DeBoer
^ Mr. & Mrs Harry fc De Bruyn
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D De Bruyn
Mrs. Barbara M. Decker
Mr & Mrs. Laurence Decker
Mr. & Mrs Nicholas J Deenik
Miss S. DeG tapper
Mr & Mrs. Garret! H De Haan
Mr. & Mrs. James B De Haan
Mr & Mrs. John H DeHeus
««* Mr. & Mrs Eugene Dekker
Mr & Mrs. Herman C. Dekker
Mrs E Hoyt DeKleine
Mrs. Eleanor De Kruif
^ Mr & Mrs William P De Long
Ms Brigitte Delorme
Mr. & Mrs. Ellis B Delp
^ Mr R.G Demarest. Ill
Mrs. Cornelia De Master
Mr & Mrs Robert J DeNooyer, II
Mr. & Mrs Leon C Dent
^ Mr Donald Den Uyl
Mr & Mrs William C De Roo
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert L Dershem
Dr & Mrs. John J DeValois
«** Dr. & Mrs Marion De Velder
Mr & Mrs Paul DeVette, Jr
Mr Lee DeVisser
Mr Frank DeVos
Mr & Mrs. Richard M DeVos
Mrs. Clarence De Vries
Mr & Mrs. John I DeVries
Ms. Margo Jane DeVries
Mr. & Mrs Marvin De Witt
Mr & Mrs. Richard S DeWitt
^ Dr & Mrs William S DeWitt
Mr & Mrs Maurice K De Witte
Mr. & Mrs. James R DeWolf
Mrs Chris DeYoung
Mr & Mrs. David DeYoung
Mr & Mrs Jay De Young
Mr & Mrs Philip DeYoung
Mr & Mrs William M. DeYoung
Mr & Mrs James Dickson
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Diephuis
^ Mr & Mrs J W Dietrich
Mr & Mrs Henry' H Diggelmann
^ Mr. & Mrs. Donald B. Diggle
Wt Mr & Mrs Erwin W Dimon
Dr Lowell R Ditzen
Mrs Helen N Docherty
Rev & Mrs Dick Doeden
Mr & Mrs Bernard P Donnelly
Mr & Mrs John F Donnelly
Dr & Mrs Arnold R Dood
Mr & Mrs Eugene R Doom
Mr Oliver Dom
Mr Terry Dougan
Mr & Mrs. Howard Douwstra
Mr & Mrs. Alden B Dow
Mr & Mrs William A Dow
Dr & Mrs. Michael P Doyle
Mr & Mrs Howard Draft
Miss Marjory H Drake
Mr & Mrs. Robert L Dressner
Mr Charles E Drew
Mr & Mrs John N Drolen
Mr Gerald Duiser
Mr & Mrs James Duiser
Mr. & Mrs Lee D Dunn
Mrs Dorothy Dunning
Ms Gertrude Dunning
Rev. & Mrs. Eugene C. Duryee
Mr & Mrs Richard G. Dykehouse
Mr & Mrs. C. Dykema
Mr & Mrs. Charles F. Dykema
Mrs John N Dykema
Mr & Mrs Ralph Dykhuis
Mr Kenneth Dykman
Mr Richard Dykman
Mr & Mrs Thomas Dykstra
Mr & Mrs Jake Dykwell
*** Mrs Ralph W Eggert
Mr & Mrs. Wilbert Ehmann
Dr. & Mrs. Victor W. Eimicke
Mr. Vern Ekema
Mr & Mrs Isaac J Elenbaas
Ms. Marie Elenbaas
Mr. William J Elenbaas
Mr & Mrs Dirk H. Elferink
Dr. & Mrs George A. Elliott
*** Dr & Mrs. David T Ellis
Mrs. Nancy J. Ellison
Mr. & Mrs. Wendell H. Emery
Mrs Hazel P. Endersbe
Mr. Eugene A. Ensing




Mr. John L. Feininger
Mr Ardale Ferguson
Mr & Mrs Edward Fiala
^ Ms. Edythe Mannes Fiet
Dr & Mrs Francis G Fike, Jr
Mr Sol M Fingerhut
Mr & Mrs Carl Fisher
Dr & Mrs Henry Fisher
Mr Harold A Fitzgerald
Mr & Mrs J Herman Fles
Dr & Mrs Robert J. Fles
w* Mrs Rosetta Flesche
Mr R E Flikkema
Dr & Mrs John H Flokstra
Mr & Mrs Charles M Flowerday
Mrs. Bradley J Folensbee
Mr & Mrs Robert J. Formsma
Mr Jack Fosheim
Mr & Mrs Robert Fraaza
Mr & Mrs Andrew Franks
Mr & Mrs George R Franks
^ Dr & Mrs. Donald M Friedrich
Mr & Mrs Kenneth F delink
Mr & Mrs. Scott Gabbey
Ms Ruth C Gallagher
««\ Mr & Mrs Clark Galloway
Mr & Mrs. Hubert L Gander
Mr & MRs David C Garfield
Mr & Mrs Max J Garter
Mr & Mrs Roland C Gaugler
Ms Carol Juth Gavasso
Mr & Mrs. John Gebben
Mr Dick M Geenen
Mr & Mrs. Robert Geerlings
Mr & Mrs Harry Geeting. Jr
Ms Grace Gelock
Mr & Mrs Michael D Cerrie
Dr & Mrs Owen Gessink
Mr Lawrence J Geuder
Mr Frank Gibbons
Mr & Mrs. Robert F Gibbs
Mr & Mrs Henry J Gideon
Mr & Mrs M Howard Gideon
Mr Clesson Gillette
Mr & Mrs John Gilman
Mr & Mrs Otto R Gleichmann
Mr & Mrs. Charles Glewen
Mr & Mrs Wendell Goetz
Mrs Minnie Gommers
Mr. & Mrs. Edward B Goodrich
Mr & Mrs William A Gosliom
Mr & Mrs David E. Graham
Dr Lars I. Granberg
Mr & Mrs Ronald K Granger
«*t Mr & Mrs. Haldon K. Grant
Mr Irv Green
Dr & Mrs Lawrence Green
Mr & Mrs Joseph M Greenwood
Mr R S Greiner
^ Mr & Mrs James R Gunn
Mrs. Frank Gunneman
Mrs. Gertrude Gunneman
Mr. & Mrs Robert Gunneman
Mr & Mrs Norman Hahn
Mr & Mrs Edwin Hahnfeld
Rev & Mrs. Douglas D Hall
Mr & Mrs. Fred W Hall
Mr Orris Hall
Mr & Mrs. Robert G Hall
Mr & Mrs. Melvin C Halstead
^ Mr & Mrs Alfred W Hanko
^ Mr & Mrs. Edwin C Hardy
Mr & Mrs Jack H Haren
Mr. Elmer Ffarmsen
Mr & Mrs Clare R Hamden
Mrs Irene E Harter
Mr Doug Hartger
Mr Stanley Hartger
Dr & Mrs J J Haveman
Mr Jay Haveman
Mr John M. Haveman
Mr Lambert Haveman
Mr & Mrs Robert A. Haveman





«** Mr & Mrs Robert D Heikema
Miss Alda Jean Hekhuis
Dr & Mrs Edward J Helbing. Jr
Mr. & Mrs Charles Holder
Mr. & Mrs. Karl Hellerman
Dr & Mrs. Christian Helmus
Mr & Mrs. James Henderson
Mr & Mrs tlwyn B Henrickson
Mr & Mrs Benjamin Hepburn
Mr & Mrs Richard Hermenet
Mr & Mrs Jerry Hertel
Mr John Heschle, Sr
Mr & Mrs Carl R Hildebrand
Rev & Mrs John Hildebrand
Mr & Mrs Arthur T. Hildebrandt
Mr & Mrs J J Hill. Jr
^ Mrs Jacob Hinken
Mr & Mrs Paul Hinzmann
Dr & Mrs D Bonta Hiscoe
Mr Frank T Hoad
Mr & Mrs Herman Hoeksema
Mr Theodore Hoekstra
Mr. & Mrs Vernon S. Hoesch
Rev & Mrs Marvin D Hoff
Mr Burrell E Hoffman
Mrs Edith A Hoffman
Mr & Mrs Junior James Hoffman
Mr & Mrs Leslie Hoffman
Mr & Mrs Rutherford Hoffman
Mr & Mrs David Holkeboer
Mr. & Mrs. Laurence H Hollander
Mr & Mrs Winfield J Hollander
Mr Gordon Holleman
Miss Jantina W Holleman
Dr & Mrs John W Hollenbach
Dr Jack E Holmes
Mr & Mrs Timothy B. Holst
Mr & Mrs Henry Hondorp
Ms Pauline Hondorp
Mr & Mrs. Roger Hondorp
Mr & Mrs William F Hoogstra, Sr
Mr & Mrs Edward S Hooyman. Sr
Mr & Mrs Charles H Hornecker
Mr & Mrs Anthony H Florton
Mr & Mrs John J Hosta
Mr & Mrs Harold E Ffoughtaling
Mr. Don Housenga




Mr & Mrs Craig Hubbell
Mr & Mrs Gary Hudd
Mr Wilbur B Hugen
Mrs Eugene D HugJx-s
Mr & Mrs. Robert Hughes
Mr & Mrs Thomas E Hughes
Dr & Mrs William Bradley Hughes
Mr & Mrs Jon J Huisken
Mr & Mrs John E Huizen
^ Mr & Mrs Roger L Huizen
Mrs Peter Huizenga
Mr & Mrs Paul J Huizenga
Mr & Mrs Richard W Huizenga
Mr & Mrs | Huizinga
Mr & Mrs Robert Hulst
Mrs Marjorie Hurford
^ Mr & Mrs Gordon Hutchinson
Mrs Frank Immink
Mr & Mrs Rupert Jackson
Mr Robert Jacksteit
Mr & Mrs Harry C Jaecker. Jr
Mr & Mrs John R Janssen
Mr & Mrs Norman Japinga
Mr & Mrs John M J asperse
Mr & Mrs R. Dirk Jellema
Mr & Mrs Eugene Jellison
Mr & Mrs Timothy C Jenks
Mr & Mrs Everell W Jewett. Jr
Mr Donald lipping
Mr John Jipping
** Mr Frank A Johnson
Mr & Mrs Herman C. Johnson
Mr Justin Johnson
Mrs. Mabel P Johnson
Mr & Mrs F Bruce Johnston
Dr & Mrs Gardner M Jones
Mr & Mrs Nomian H Jones
Mr Robert Jones
Dr John A Joyce
Mr & Mrs Franklin Kammeraad
w't Mr & Mrs George Kamp
Mr & Mrs William R. Keating
Mr George Keen
^ Mr & Mrs David B. Kellom
Mr & Mrs Ray Kemmerling
Mr. Clyde Kieft
Mr & Mrs. Garry L Kieft
Mr & Mrs Harris Kiekover
Mr.& Mrs Robert A King. Jr
Mr & Mrs. Hideschi Kinoshita
•4* Mr & Mrs Glenn I Kirkland
Mr & Mrs. Elvin W Kitchenmaster
Mrs. Adrian Klaasen
Mr. & Mrs Peter Kladder. Jr
Mr & Mrs Nelson Klaner
Dr & Mrs. David Klein
Mr John Klein
Mrs RoE>ert V Kline
Mr & Mrs John K lunge
.•'i Mr & Mrs William A Knapman
** Mr & Mrs Stewart ) Kmff
Mr & Mrs Maurice P Koets
Mr Edwin Kolenbrander
Mr & Mrs Dirk H Kolk
Dr Anthony Kooiker
^ Mr & Mrs Martin H Kooistra
Mrs. W.C Kools
Mr & Mrs William Koop
Mr & Mrs Stephen Kopach. Sr
Mrs Eleanor G Koterski
Mr OLiver J Kraay
Mr & Mrs Leonard K raker
Mr & Mrs Edward G. Krautheim
Mr & Mrs David E Krehbiel
Mr & Mrs Peter A Kromann
x* Mr & Mrs Ronald Kronemeyer
Miss Ruth E. Kronemeyer
^ Dr & Mrs Bastian Kruithof
Mrs. Sena Kruithof
Mr Neil Kruse
Mrs & Mrs William Kuhrt
Mr Nelson Kuipers
Mr & Mrs Frank A. Kumor
Mr Laurance B. Kupfrian
Mr & Mrs Walter Kurzenberger
** Mrs Adrian C Kuyper
Dr & Mrs Tlx>mas D LaBaugh
^ Mrs Henry J Labotz
Mr & Mrs D J LaDoucheur
Mr Liu Lang Lai
Mr John Lam
Dr Ronald J Lambert
Mr & Mrs Roy Lambert
«•* Miss Elizabeth J Lamm
^ Mr & Mrs Earl | Lammers
Dr & Mrs Emert R Lange
Mr & Mrs Leo Larkin
Dr & Mrs George Latzanich
Mr & Mrs Forrest Laug
Mrs Lewis W Lawrence
Dr & Mrs William R Lawrence
Mr & Mrs Dorsey D Leckrone
Mr & Mrs Duane S Lehman
Ms Jacoba Leisman
Mr Harvey K Leland
Mrs Lucile W Lemmen
Mr & Mrs Glen C Leppla
Mr & Mrs Edward H Lerchen
Mr & Mrs Don Leslie
Mr & Mrs Dale M Lewis
Miss Diane E Lewis
Mr & Mrs Marlyn Libbers
Mr Daniel G Licea
Mr & Mrs. Arthur H Lieder
•«* Mr & Mrs David L Lightfoot
Mr & Mrs M W Lightner
Dr & Mrs Jay G Linn, Jr
Mr & Mrs Robert A Lipp
Miss Coral I Logan
Mr & Mrs Jay Lehman
Mr & Mrs Robert C Loomis
Mr & Mrs Ivan R Lootens
Mr Lloyd Lubbers
Mr Max Lubbers
^ Mr & Mrs James Lugers
Mr Walter A Lukens. Jr
** Mr & Mrs N.F Lundert)erg
Mr & Mrs Harold J Luth
^ Dr & Mrs Fredric W Lydens
^ Mr & Mrs. Leonard Maas
Mr Julius Maat
•4* Mr & Mrs Ivan A MacArthur
Mr & Mrs Ian Macartney
Mr & Mrs Richard Machiele. Sr
•** Mrs Eva F MacKinnon
Mr & Mrs Robert Maes, Jr
Dr & Mrs Robert C Mahaney
Dr & Mrs Rosser L. Mainwaring
Mr & Mrs. Alfred S Mante
Mr & Mrs James March
Dr David G Marker
Mrs Laura H Marked
Mr & Mrs John R Marquis
Mr TEiomas H Marsilje
Mrs Jane A Mason
Mrs. Efarriet Masselink
Mr & Mrs. Jack B Maurus
Mrs. Bernard Mazurek
•4* Mr & Mrs James W. McCall
Mrs Sears R. McLean
Mr & Mrs. John F. Meerman
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Dr & Mrs. Bernard Meeuwsen
Mr. & Mrs. James Mentzer
Mr & Mrs. William E Menzel
Mrs Harold Menzies
^ Mrs. Kathryn Mervenne
Mr & Mrs Clyde A Meyaard
Mr & Mrs Calvin B. Meyer
** Mr. & Mrs Carl L. Meyer
Mr. Ernie Miedema
Mr & Mrs Robert W Militzer
Dr & Mrs. David | Millard
Mr & Mrs Carl R Miller
Ms. Lucille W Miller
Mr & Mrs. Sherman L Miller
Dr. & Mrs Daniel C Mixer. Sr
w* Mrs. Ruth A. Moor
Mr & Mrs Keith W Moored
Mr & Mrs. Richard A. Morgan
Ms. Mable Morrison
** Mr & Mrs Edgar T Mosher
Mr & Mrs William ) Mottershaw
Mrs Marvin E. Muilenberg
Miss Charlotte Mulder
Mrs. Cornelius Mulder
•f* Mr & Mrs G ) Mulder
Mr Harold Mulder
Mr & Mrs. Larry Mulder
Mr & Mrs William Mullett
Mr & Mrs Robert H Mulvaney
Dr & Mrs. William S Mungall
Mr & Mrs Gerald P. Munley
Dr & Mrs Roger F Murray, II
Rev & Mrs Peter J. Muyskens
Mr |ohn H Myaard
Dr & Mrs. David G. Myers
Mrs Robert E Myers
Mr & Mrs. Frank Nagy
Mr & Mrs |ohn H Nelson
Mr Edward Neuman
^ Mr & Mrs Larry Nevlezer
Mr & Mrs. Jacob Newhouse
Mrs Jean M. Nichols
Mr Stanley Nieboer
Dr & Mrs. Theodore L Nielsen
Mr & Mrs John F. Nordstrom
Mr & Mrs Maurice Norg
Mr & Mrs John P Norris
Mrs Maude Northouse
Dr & Mrs Gordon D Northrop
Rev & Mrs Peter B Northrup
Dr & Mrs Jacob E. Nyenhuis
Mr Jerald Nyhuis
Mr & Mrs Harry J Nykerk
Mr & Mrs. Robert O'Connell
Mr. & Mrs Donald Olsen. Sr
Mr & Mrs. R. George Olsen
Mr & Mrs. Arthur L Olthoft
Mr & Mrs Cornelius Oonk
Mr & Mrs Neil Oosterhouse
Mr Howard Costing
Dr. Wayne Oosting
Mr & Mrs Walter O'Riordan
Ms Maria Pilar Orozco
Mr & Mrs David F Orwig
Mr & Mrs Raymond Orzehoski
Mr & Mrs Eugene Osterink
Mr & Mrs Lawrence J Overbeek
^ Mr & Mrs Fredric J Overeem
Mr & Mrs Chris Oxley
Miss Elsie M Palmer
Ms Johanna Palmer
Mr Otto C. Palmer
Mr & Mrs Fred Panyard, Jr
Mr & Mrs Evans A Papageorge
Mr & Mrs Albert P Parker
Mr & Mrs. George E Parker. Ill
««* Mr Robert P Parker
Mrs Robert Parkes
Mr & Mrs Alexander Patterson, Jr
Mr & Mrs John R Pattison
Mr & Mrs Edward A Paul
Dr & Mrs Norman V Peale
Mr & Mrs John J Pearce, Jr
Mr & Mrs. William Penning
Dr & Mrs. Lloyd M, Perry
Mr & Mrs George Petredean
Mrs. Mildred Petroelje
Mr & Mrs Harry G Pett
Mr & Mrs Robert Peverly
Mr & Mrs. Robert Pierpont
Mrs Simon Piersma
Mr. & Mrs. Charles A. Pink
Mr Howard Pippel
Miss Jessie M. Platz
Mr & Mrs. Loren W Plumhoff
Mr & Mrs Jack E Pocock
^ Mr & Mrs Frank J Pol I now. Jr
Dr & Mrs James E Ponitz
Dr & Mrs Robert Pool
Mr & Mrs Sherman K Pool
** Mrs Mary L. Porter
Mr & Mrs Robert P. Powers
Mr & Mrs James M. Pratt
Mr Orville Price
Mr & Mrs William E Price
Mr & Mrs Charles W Puehl
Dr & Mrs Rolx'rt H Puite
Mrs Walter E Purdy
Mr & Mrs William F Rae. Jr
Mr & Mrs William Ramaccia
•** Mr Richard A Ramaker
^ Mr & Mrs George Ramsden
Mr & Mrs Donald M Rayner
Miss Sandy Renkema
Mr Wilmer Reusink
Dr & Mrs William D Reynolds
Mr Richard Rhem, Sr
Dr Earl S Rhind
Mr & Mrs Marcell D Rhodes
Mrs Doris E Rich
Dr & Mrs Barrie Richardson
Mr & Mrs Sheldon Richardson
Mrs Gertie Ridderman
Mr & Mrs Floyd E Rideout
Mr & Mrs Jack R Ridl
Mr & Mrs. Ivan L Ripple
Mr & Mrs James A Ritzema
Ms. Ethleyn Robertson
Mr & Mrs George L Rock
Dr & Mrs Stanley Rock
Mr & Mrs Gerald I Rocks
Mr & Mrs Walter D Roden
Mr & Mrs Louis Rodenhouse
Mrs. Mary Rohl
Mr & Mrs. Kenneth Ronda
Mr & Mrs Walter J Roper
Ms. Patricia J Rosenberg
Mr & Mrs William D Route
Mr. Lee Rubingh
w* Mrs & Mrs Charles J. Ruffino
Mr & Mrs Robert A Russell
Mrs. Evelyn Ryan
Mrs Marian J Ryan
Mr & Mrs William E. Rylance
Mr & Mrs James Rynt>erg
Mr Gordon Ryzenga
Mr Ralph Sabin




Mr & Mrs Lmdon E Saline
Mr Richard Sanborn
Mr & Mrs John E Sashenosky
Mr & Mrs Philip C Saunders
«> Mr & Mrs Leo J Scannell
Dr & Mrs. Carl F Schackow
Mr & Mrs William A Schaefer
Dr & Mrs Peter J Schakel
Mr & Mrs Robert W Schellenberg
Mrs Lester Scherpenisse
^ Mr & Mrs Dell Schipper
Mr & Mrs Wayne Schipper
Mrs William J Schipper
Mr & Mrs. George Schippers
Miss Dianne Schloeder
Mr Edward Sc hoi ten
Mrs Henry V Schoon
Mrs Carl Schroeder
Mr & Mrs Jack Schubert
Dr & Mrs Arthur H, Schueneman
««* Mr & Mrs Harry C Schuldt
Mrs O R Schwidetzky
Mr & Mrs John J Sexton
Mr Marion Shackson
Mr & Mrs Donald Shanahan
Mr & Mrs. G.W Sheffield
Mr & Mrs L. Montogomery Shepard
Mr & Mrs. Frank C Sherburne. Jr
Mr & Mrs. George Shima
Dr. Sterl A Shrader
Ms. Louise Siebers
Mr & Mrs. Alex Silber
Mr & Mrs Malcom W Sims
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph C. Skaio
Mr & Mrs. Elvin L Slenk
Mr & Mrs. Lawrence J Slot
Dr Herbert Sloan
Mr & Mrs. Raymond Slotman
Dr. & Mrs A. Lee Smith
Mr & Mrs. Benjamin A. Smith, III
Mr. Edward L Smith. Jr
Mr & Mrs Elijah Smith
Mr & Mrs John C Smith
^ Mr & Mrs Patrick B Smith
Mr & Mrs. Paul C Smith
Mr Raymond E. Smith
^ Mr & Mrs. Vernon G Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert G Soeters
Mr & Mrs Arnold Sonneveldt
Mr & Mrs Peter Soubly
Mr & Mrs Hemian E Sprik
Rev & Mrs. Louis Springsteen
Mr & Mrs Clifton Spyker
Mr John Stadt
Mrs Elko M. Stapert
Mr & Mrs. James Staup
Rev & Mrs J Robert Steegstra
Mr & Mrs F J Steggerda
Mr & Mrs George Steininger
^ Mr & Mrs Jack C Stone
Mr & Mrs Kenneth R Stout
Mr & Mrs Niel Stouten
Mr & Mrs Frederick C Strand
Dr & Mrs Donald P. Stratton
Mr Carroll K Streeter
Mr Richard Streur
Mr George E Stroven
Mr Harley Stroven
Mr Harold Stroven
Dr & Mrs William A Struck
Mr & Mrs George Strumbos
Ms Margaret Stryker
Mr & Mrs Edward G Sturgeon
Mr & Mrs Russell A Swaney
Dr & Mrs Leland L Swenson
Mr Art Tanis
^ Dr & Mrs Elliot A Tanis
Mr Emerson Tanis
Dr Nancy A Taylor
Mr & Mrs Weller H Taylor
Mr & Mrs. Campbell Tellman
Mrs Adeline Teh Hoeve
Wt Mr & Mrs Glenn W Terborg
Mr & Mrs Harold TerMaat
>*\ Mr & Mrs Robert K Terpstra
Mr & Mrs Frank J Terranova
Mrs Adeline Teumer
Mr. Sidney Teusink
Mr & Mrs. H J Thomas, Jr
Dr & Mrs Phillip G Thorell
Mr & Mrs Virgil F Thome
Mr Conrad E Thornquist
Mr & Mrs R Wayne Thorpe
Mr Alfred Throop
Dr & Mrs George W Ticknor
Mrs Monika T Tilley
Mr & Mrs. Chester W Timmer
Mr & Mrs. Harold W Timmer
Dr & Mrs James W Toevs
Mr & Mrs Peter Tol. Jr
Mr Gilbert J Ton
Dr & Mrs James C Toothaker
Mr & Mrs. Raymond Toppen
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Toren
Miss Marian A Toren
Mr. & Mrs Robert Torresen. Sr
Mrs Mildred L Touzeau
Judge & Mrs James E Townsend
Mr & Mrs. John M Traas
Mr John L. Tracy
Mr & Mrs Richard K Trask
Mr & Mrs Morrie Tubergan
Mr. & Mrs John C. Turkstra
Mr & Mrs Burton H Upjohn
t* Mr & Mrs Donald W Upward
Mr & Mrs William Van Ark
Mr & Mrs F.N VanBranteghem
Mr Edward Van Dam
Rev. & Mrs Russell W. Vande Bunte
^ Mr Garry Vanden Berg
Ms. Henrietta VandenBerg
Mr George Vanden Bosch
Mr & Mrs. John Vanden Bosch, Jr.
Mr & Mrs. Robert Vandenburg
Mr & Mrs Jay Vander Bie
Mr & Mrs. Keith C. Vander Hyde
Rev & Mrs W.J. Vander Kooi
Dr. & Mrs. Wm. N. Vander Kooi
Mr & Mrs Henry Vander Linde
Dr & Mrs. William Vander Lugt
Mr & Mrs. Herman Vander Maat
Ms. Beatrice VanderPloeg
Mrs Theodore VanderPloeg
Mr & Mrs. Milton Vander Vliet
Mr & Mrs. James Vander Werp
Mrs. William A Vander Werp
Mr & Mrs. Andrew Vander Zee
Mr Isaac Vande Vrede
Mr Howard Vande Vusse
Mr & Mrs William H. Vande Water
Mr Jerry Vande Wege
Mr & Mrs. Howard Van Dis
Mr & Mrs. Melvin Van Dis
Mr & Mrs. William Van Dis
^ Mr & Mrs, William Van Dop
Mrs Evelyn Van Dorp
Dr & Mrs. Frederick W Van Duyne
Mr & Mrs John Van Dyke
Mr Larry D VanDyke
Mr & Mrs. Clarence Van Ess
Mr & Mrs Russell J Van Ess
^ Dr Larry Van Genderen
Mr &< Mrs Edward Van Gent
Mr & Mrs Garret Van Haaften
Mr & Mrs Phil Van Hartesveldt
^ Mr & Mrs Richard J. Van Hassel
Mr & Mrs. H Van Hattem
Mr Harvey Van Hemert
Dr & Mrs. Earle M. VanHeyningen
Mrs Marilyn VanHouten
^ Mr A.B Van Houweling
Mr & Mrs Martin C Van Houzen
Mrs Bertha Van Keulen
Mr & Mrs. H. Van Klompenberg
Mr & Mrs. Larry Van Liere
Mr & Mrs Harold Van Loo
Ms Marguerite Van Opynen
Mr John Van Oss
Mr & Mrs. Robert Van Oss
Dr F.S Van Reesema
Mrs Julia Van Saun
Mr & Mrs. David VanSloten
Mr & Mrs Melvin Van Tatenhove
The Russ Van Tongern Family
Mr & Mrs. Ray Van Tuinen
Miss Cornelia Van Voorst
Mr Howard Van Voorst
Mr lack Van Voorst
Mr & Mrs E Jay Van Wieren
Mr Donald VanWingerden
Dr. & Mrs. Gordon J Van Wylen
^ Mr & Mrs Gerald Van Wyngarden
Mr Harold A. Veenstra
Mrs Henry J Veenstra
Mrs. Esther J Veltman
Mr & Mrs John Vennema. Jr
Mr & Mrs. Harold Verduin
Mr & Mrs William Verhey
Dr & Mrs. W B, Ver Meulen
Mr & Mrs Lawrence Ver Sluis
Mr & Mrs. Robert E Ver Sluis
Mr Herman Veurink
Mr & Mrs. Ben H Viel
Dr & Mrs Donald Visscher
Mr. & Mrs Keith Visscher
Mr & Mrs Rein Visscher
Ms. Grace Visser
Mrs. Sylvia Vlieger
Mr & Mrs. Justin G. Vliek
Mr & Mrs Abraham Vogelzang
Mr & Mrs. Bernard Voorhorst
Mrs. John Voorhorst
Mr & Mrs. John Voshol, Jr.
Mr & Mrs. Mark A. Vredeveld
Mrs. E Duf field Wade
Mr Lawrence A. Wade
Mr Thomas Wagenmaker
Mr. & Mrs Nellis Wagner
Mr & Mrs. Roger Walcott
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Wallendal
Mr & Mrs John P Walsma
««* Mr. & Mrs Frederick J. Walvoord
Vt Dr & Mrs Charles C. Wang
Mr & Mrs. Gilbert J. Ward
Dr. & Mrs. James Ward
Mr. & Mrs. Ted W.Ward
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Watson
Mr & Mrs. James M. Watt
Mr & Mrs. James L. Webb
Mr & Mrs. William A. Webb
Mr & Mrs. Edgar C Weber
Mr & Mrs. Kenneth H. Weber
Mr. Ed Weiden
^ Mr & Mrs. John F Welch
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur G. Wells
Mr & Mrs. William Welsch
Mr & Mrs. T E. Werkema
Mr & Mrs. Jim Wemlund
Mr. & Mrs. Ervin Wesner
Dr & Mrs. Merold Westphal
Dr. & Mrs. F Sheldon Wettack
Mr. Gary Wever
Mr. Gerald Wever
Mr. & Mrs. David A. White
Mrs. Anne S. Wierda
Mr & Mrs. Kenneth E. Wierda
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Mr & Mrs. William G Wilkie
^ Mr & Mrs Warren L Willard
Mr & Mrs Edward A Williams
Dr & Mrs Francis S Williams
Mr Robert F. Wilson
Mr & Mrs. Ronald G Wilson
Mr & Mrs Paul D Winchester
Mrs William F Winstrom
Mr & Mrs Harmon F Witter
Mr & Mrs Frank Witzel
^ Mr & Mrs Sylvester Wojcicki
Mr & Mrs |ohn Woldman
Mr & Mrs Edward R. Wolfert
^ Mr & Mrs Lowell A Wolffis
Mr. Terry Wolters
«>t Mr. & Mrs Joseph A Wolfing
Mr & Mrs Warren L Wood
Mr & Mrs Harold J Workman. Sr.
** Mr & Mrs. Robert A Worsnop
Mr & Mrs. James R Wortelboer
Mr Arthur Worthy
Mr & Mrs. Gailen Wortley
Mr & Mrs. J W Wregglesworth
Mr & Mrs C.C. Wrigley
Mr Robert King Wulff
Mr. & Mrs Wayne Wykhuis
Dr & Mrs Murray L. Yoffee
Mr & Mrs John Yonkman
Dr & Mrs. James M. Zoetewey
Mr & Mrs. Peter ) Zondervan
Mr & Mrs. Walter C Zook
Mr George Zuverink





















B & G Outdoor Center
Baker Book House
BASF-Wyandotte Corporation
Bateman, Eichler, Hill, Richards, Inc
John Thomas Batts, Inc.
Bay Equipment Company
Bay Trading Co., Ltd.
Ken Beelen, Builder, Inc.
Bennett Wood Specialties, Inc.
B.J.W. Berghorst & Sons
Bil-Mar Foods, Inc
Black River Pallet Co.
Bob's Sport Shop. Inc
Boer's Transfer & Storage
Boes Radio & TV Service
Boeve Oil Company
Bolhuis Lumber & Manufacturing
Bore's Bootery
Bosch's Restaurant
Bouma Tile & Accoustical Co
Bouwens & Sons Construction
W J. Bradford Paper Company
Breton Village Shopping Center, Inc
Breuker & Den Bleyker Plumbing, Inc.
Brewer's City Dock, Inc
Buis Mattress & Upholstering Co











Dalman, Murphy, & Bidol
DeBruyn Produce Co.
DeFouw Electric Company
De Leeuw Lumber Co
Dennis-Mokma Associates
The DePree Company
De Pree Insurance Agency
De Roo Realty Company
De Vries & Dombos Company




E l du Pont de Nemours & Company
Du Mez Bros., Inc
Dutchess Shop
Dykstra Funeral Homes, Inc
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.
H Eikenhout & Sons, Inc
The Eldean Company
Elhart Pontiac. Inc
Elzinga, & Volkers, Inc.
ExCell-O Corporation
Family Fare Super Market
Ferris Bussclier & Lehman
First Michigan Bank & Trust Co
First National Bank & Trust Co.
Fitzpatrick Electric Supply Co.. Inc
Fleetwood Furniture Company, Inc
Fns' Stationers
Fruehauf Corporation




Gill, SSE Gravel Co.
CMS Assoc., Ltd
Gordon Food Service, Inc.
Gra-Bell Truck Line, Inc.
Grand Haven Brass Foundry
Grand Haven Stamped Products Company
Great Lakes Tile & Carpet
H-G Fertilizer & Chemical Co.
Hamilton Manufacturing & Supply Co
Hansen Machine Company
Hart & Cooley Manufacturing Co.
Haworth. Inc.





Holiday Inn of Holland
Holland Awning Company
Holland Brick & Block Company
Holland Broadcasting Company
Holland Die Casting & Plating Co.. Inc
Holland Hitch Company
Holland Hitch Forwarding Co.
Holland Hitch Sales Co
Holland Insurance Agency, Inc.
Holland Litho Service. Inc
Holland Metalcraft, Inc
Holland Motor Express
Holland Motor Homes Corporation






Holland Welding Service, Inc.
Holland Wire Products, Inc




EG A, Food Basket
Jacobusse's Refuse Service Co.
JSJ Corporation
Kalkman RedFMix Company
Kammeraad Stroop & Vanderleek
Keuning Agency, Inc
Koning Machine & Tool Company
KSV Architects
LaBarge Mirrors, Inc
Lake Tire Service, Inc.
Lake Welding Supply Company
Lamb. Incorporated
Lamse Agency, Inc
Harold Langejans Building Contractor




Lincoln National Sales Corporation
Lithibar Company
Main Auto & Marine
Marsilje Agency, Inc.
Marsilje Travel Assoc , Inc
Maycroft & Versendaal. Inc
McDonald's of Holland
Mead Johnson & Company
Mechanical Transplanter Company
Meijer. Inc
Mendenhall, Jones & Leistra









National Association of Power Engineers
Niff Beverage Company
North American Philips Corporation
Notier-Verlee-Langeland
ODL, Inc
Old Kent Bank & Trust Co
Ottawa Broadcasting Co
Ottawa County Abstract & Title Co
Ottawa-Kent Insurance Agency. Inc
Ottawa Savings & Loan Association
Ottawa Services. Inc.
Overisel Lumber Company
Parke Davis & Company
Parkway Electric Company
Pathfinders Travel, Inc
| C Penney Company, Inc
People's State Bank of Holland




Post Jewelry & Gift Shop
Prince Corporation
The Printery, Inc















Saga Food Service of Michigan
Screw Machine Specialties, Inc






Swift Dairy & Poultry Co.
Sybron Corporation
Taylor Warehousing Services, Inc.







Van Hill Sales, Inc.
Vandenberg Leasing, Inc
Vandenberg Motors, Inc
John A. Van Den Bosch Co.
Chris Vanden Heuvel & Son
Vans Pines, Inc
Wade Drug Company
Walker Tool & Die. Inc.
Washers, Inc










Yntema Funeral Home. Inc
Zeeland Book Shop
Zeeland Lumber & Supply
Zeeland Motor Supply
Zeeland Wood Turning Works. Inc.
ORGANIZATIONS
Alpha Phi Omega
American Association of University Women
City of East Grand Rapids
The Creative Writing Group. Pontiac, Ml
Dutch Immigrant Society
Kamminga & Roodvoets, Inc.
Midland Park PTA, Midland Park, N)
Omega Phi Women's Service Sorority
P E O Sisterhood
The Potluck Group. Pontiac Ml
Stone School Staff, Auburn Heights, Ml
Student Congress
Women's Classical League — Albany
Women's League — Hope College
FOUNDATIONS
American Chemical Society, Washington.
DC
Amoco Foundation. Inc , Chicago, IL
Arkell Hall Foundation. Canajoharie. NY
Atlantic Richfield Foundation.
Los Angeles. CA
The George F Baker T rust. New York. NY
Baldwin Foundation, Grand Rapids, Ml
Buhr Foundation, Ann Arbor, Ml
Carman Adams Foundation, Birmingham. Ml
The Chatlos Foundation. Hallandale, FL
DeBruyn Foundation, Zeeland. Ml
Richard & Helen De Vos Foundation. Ada. Ml
De Witt Foundation Fund, Zeeland. Ml
Dow Corning Fund. Midland. Ml
The Camille & Henry Dreyfus Foundation.
New York. NY
Earhart Foundation, Ann Arbor. Ml
Fruehauf Corporation Charitable Fund.
Detroit Ml
General Electric Foundation. Bridgeport. CT
Rollin M Gerstacker Foundation. Midland, Ml
Hager Family Foundation, Grand Rapids. Ml
Herrick Foundation. Detroit. Ml
Edward & Elizabeth Hofma Trust.
Grand Haven, Ml
JSJ Foundation. Grand Haven, Ml
W K Kellogg Foundation. Battle Creek. Ml
Knox Family Foundation, Johnston, NY
Loutit Foundation. Grand Haven. Ml
The Franklin I Matchette Foundation.
Woodbury, NY
The Charles E Merrill Taist, Ithaca. NY
The Michigan Colleges Foundation.
Detroit. Ml







Research Corporation. New York. NY
Sage Foundation. Detroit, Ml
Schering-Plough Foundation, Kenilworth. NJ
Dr. Scholl Foundation, Chicago. IL
The Sears-Roebuck Foundation. Skokie. IL
Edward & Hazel L Stephenson Foundation.
Crosse Pointe Woods. Ml
Lee N & Grace Q Vedder Foundation,
Eultonville. NY










American Can Company Foundation
American Home Products Corporation
American Hospital Supply Corporation
American Natural Service Company
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Amoco Foundation, Inc.
Arthur Andersen & Co Foundation
Armco Foundation
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
Baird & Warner, Inc
Bank America Foundation
The Bank of New York
Bechtel Foundation
The Becton, Dickinson Foundation
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
The Bristol-Myers Fund
The Brunswick Foundation. Inc











Colonial Penn Croup, Inc.
The Continental Corporation Foundation
The Continental Croup Foundation, Inc
Diamond Shamrock Corporation





Dun & Bradstreet Companies Foundation. Inc
Emhart Corporation





Exxon U S A Foundation
F M C Foundation
Fireman's Fund American Foundation
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company
First National Bank of Chicago Foundation
F.MC Foundation
Ford Motor Company Fund
Frank Gannett Newspaper Foundation
General Dynamics
The General Electric Foundation
General Foods Fund, Inc.
G T E Data Services. Inc
General Telephone Co. of Michigan
Goldman, Sachs & Company Fund
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
Grace Foundation. Inc
Gulf & Western Foundation
Hartford National Bank & Trust
Hewlitt-Packard
The Harvey Hubbell Foundation
Household Finance Corporation
I B M Corporation
Ingersoll-Rand Company
International Paper Company Foundation
International Mineral & Chemical Corporation
International Telephone & Telegraph Corf)




Lear Siegler Inc. — Instrument Division
The Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance Company
Marathon Oil Foundation, Inc
Martin Marietta Corporation
The Maytag Company Foundation, Inc
McGraw Edison Company
McGraw-Hill Foundation, Inc
Mead Johnson & Company
The Menasha Corporation Foundation
The Merck Company Foundation






National Life Insurance Company
Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America
New England Life Insurance Company
New Jersey Bell
New York Telephone Company
North American Philips Corporation
Northern Bank Note Company
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
The Ohio Bell Telephone Company




PeaL Marwick, Mitchell Foundation
J.C Penny Company, Inc
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
The Pillsbury Company Foundation
Provident Life & Accident Insurance Co
Prudential Insurance Company of America
Raytheon Company
Rockwell International
Rohm & Haas Company
Schering-Plough Foundation, Inc
G D Searle & Company
Shaklee Corporation
Shell Companies Foundation. Inc
Sherwin-Williams Foundation
Signode Foundation, Inc
Simpson Timber Company Foundation

















Union Oil Company of California
Uniroyal Foundation
United Engineers & Constructors. Inc












College during the 1979-80
fiscal year.
Council on Aging, Region 14
Department of Health. Education & Welfare
Michigan Council for the Humanities
National Science Foundation
National Endowment for the Humanities
Research Corporation
Environmental Protection Agency
Energy Research & Development
Administration
CHURCHES
In 1866 the General Synod
of the Reformed Church in
America gave its approval for
the establishment of Hope
College. Church contributions
since that time have been
important in sustaining and
strengthening the College as
many congregations considered
Hope College a necessary
mission endeavor of the
Reformed Church.
The following churches
contributed to Hope College
during the period July 1, 1978
through June 30, 1979. These
churches have contributed to
one or more of the following
College funds: The Annual
Fund (for general operations
and current expenses) . . The
Build Hope Fund (for capital
improvements, debt retirement,
and endowment) . The Peale
Science Center The Dow
Health and Physical Education
Center . Phelps Dining Hall
Expansion . General
Scholarship Fund . . . Dykstra
Hall . . Wichers Hall of Music
Lubbers Hall for
Humanities and Social Sciences

































Canoga Park, New Hope Community
Chino, Chino Valley
El Monte, Trinity
Laguna Hills, Lake Hills
Lakewood, Mayfair Community
Long Beach, El Dorado Park Community
Norco. Church on the Hill
Paramount Emmanuel
Redlands, Bethany
Santa Ana, Parkview Community
(Idaho)








Carmichael. Winding Way Community
Church RCA
Modesto. Church of the Cross RCA
Ripon, Calvary
Sacramento, Hope Community










Oak Lawn. Green Oak Reformed
Orland Park, Calvary Reformed Church
of Orland Park
Riverdale, Ivanhoe
South Holland, Thorn Creek
West Chicago, Faith Community




























































































































New Paltz, New Paltz
Poughkeepsie, Poughkeepsie

















Cedar, Glen Lake Community
Coopersville. Church of the Savior
Coopersville. Coopersville Reformed
















New Era, New Era







New Hyde Park. First
Stony Brook, Christ Community
West Sayville, New Life Community







Upper Montclair, Montclair Heights
NEW BRUNSWICK CLASSIS
(New lersey)
Brielle, The Church in Brielle








New York, Collegiate Reformed Protestant
Dutch Church of the City of New York
New York, Marble Collegiate
New York, Middle Collegiate
New York, West End Collegiate
Staten Island, Huguenot Park
Staten Island, Reformed Church
of Prince Bay
Staten Island, Reformed Church on
Staten Island
St Thomas, St Thomas

















































Ridgewood. Upper Ridgewood Community




























Churchville. North & Southampton
Danboro, Danboro
Levittown, Faith
Philadelphia, Talmage Memorial Fourth
Richboro, Addisville
















Flushing. Bowne Street Community
Flushing. Church on the Hill
Glendale, Glendale






Bridgewater, Reformed Church at Findeme
Lebanon, Lebanon
Middlebush, Middlebush











Spring Valley. Spring Valley









East Williamson, East Williamson
Marion, Second
































Roxbury, Jay Gould Memorial
SOUTH GRAND RAPIDS CLASSIS
(Michigan)
Byron Center, First






Grand Rapids, New Life
















Denver. Church of the Rockies
Denver. First
Denver. Mountain View Community
























Fond Du Lac, Grace
Friesland, First
Hmgham, Hingham





































Southfield, Highland Park Baptist
(New York)
Syracuse, Park Central Presbyterian
PLANNED GIVING
The following alumni and
friends of Hope College
entered into planned gifts with
the College since July 1, 1978:
Annuity Agreements
Martha Barkema '25
Pearle LeenhouLs Beach 27
Clarence I \)1 & Elizabeth Smith '32 Becker
Genevra G Begg
Ruth Nibbelink Comstock ’26
Gernt J Kemme 26
Charlotte Kooiker Kruizenga '33
Herman I '29 & Flora W Laug
Harris M '16 & Eve Leenhouts '17 Meyer
Richard W Telinde '17
William Vander Lugt 72
James M Ver Meulen '26
Bequests and Trusts
Estate of Wilhemina Bellman
Estate of Victor I Blekkmk '09
Estate of Edward P Cathcart '17
Estate of Daisy E Clements
Estate of Marina V Deright
Estate of A Victoria Hawkinson
Estate of Florence E Jenkins
Estate of Sadie Leppink
Estate of Louis M Plansoen
Estate of Gertrude Hoekje Stegeman 12
Estate of Mr and Mrs James E Westrate
Estate of Maude Van Drezer ’18
HOPE HERITAGE
FUND
The Hope Heritage Fund has
been established as an
endowed permanent




were made to the Hope
Heritage Fund in memory of
the following persons during
the 1978-79 fiscal year:
Mrs. Edith Anderson
Dr Leland R Beach
Miss Ruth Blekkmk




Mr Milton U Johnston
Mr Preston Maring
Mrs Jeanette Stoppels
Mr Douglas William Alden Sweetser
Mrs Mary Dean Tellman
Professor Albert H Timmer
Mrs. Esther D Timmer
Mrs Vander Broek
Dr John Veltman
Mrs Doris C Wade
Mrs. Edith Walvoord
Dr Wynand Wichers




earmarked for the following
memorial and scholarship
funds during 1978-79 fiscal
year:
George R & Edith Weaver Ande/son Fund
Arkell Hall Foundation Scholarship Fund
Chris Becker Memorial Scholarship
Ruth Blekkink Scholarship Fund
Victor Blekkink Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dr. & Mrs John H Bruggers
Scholarship Fund
Robert W Cavanaugh Memorial
Scholarship Fund
Henry A, Caroline, & Ethel Christian
Scholarship Fund
Peter C & Emajean Cook Endowed Chair
George B & Anna B Dalman Scholarship
The John Dykema Loan Fund
Geneva III Scholarship Fund
David & Helen Hanson Scholarship Fund
The Stanley Harrington Art Scholarship
Weme Heine Loan Fund for Foreign Students
Paul E Hinkamp Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Jaecker Chemistry Scholarship
Harold & Mabel Johnson Scholarship Fund
Florence E Jenkins Scholarship Fund
The Allan Kinney Memorial Fund
Herman A Kruizenga Scholarship Fund
Charles E. Lake Memorial Prize in Philosophy
Muste Memorial Book Fund
O D.L. Lecture Fund
Patterson Memorial Prize in Biology
Albertus Pieters Faculty Development Fund
Dr. Scholl Scholarship Fund
Esther Snow Memorial Scholarship Fund
Esther Snow Vienna Scholarship Fund
John Jacob Soeter Scholarship Fund
Albert H & Esther D Timmer Scholarship
John W Tysse Memorial Scholarship
Alvin W Vanderbush Student Athlete Award
Elizabeth Vanderbush Memorial Fund
James G & Bertha Van Keulen
Scholarship Fund
Clarence Van Ess Christian Education
Endowment Fund
Gordon J Van Wylen Endowment Fund
Vienna Scholarship Fund
Edward J Walters Award Fund
Donald Weener Memorial Scholarship Fund
William | Westveer Scholarship Fund
John D Witzel Scholarship Fund
Fredrick & Janet Albers Yonkman Loan Fund
CAPITAL PROJECTS
Contributions were received
for the following capital
projects during the 1978-79
fiscal year:
R E Barber Fund
Build Hope Campaign Fund
Dormitory Furnishing Fund
Dow Physical Education & Health Center
Dykstra Hall Building Fund
Kleinheksel-Van Zyl Fund
Lubbers Remodeling Fund
Peale Science Center Fund
Phelps Dining Hall Fund
Stadium Fund
Van Vleck Hall Fund
Van Zoeren Library Improvement Fund
Voorhees Hall Remodeling Fund
Wichers Music Building Fund
DESIGNATED FUNDS
Contributions designated for
specific purposes during the
1978-79 fiscal year included:















Mr & Mrs. William Bonnema
Miss Debra Grimes
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
Mr John Phillips
In Memory of




Mr. Donald L. Brush
Mr. Henry Buseman
Mr Roland De Master
Mrs. Hazel Lokker Ferguson
Miss Barbara Geeting
Mrs Agnes Harrington








Mr Simon E Steketee
Miss Peggy R. Tuesink















DR S MRS ALLEN BRADY
97 WEST 1 4TH STREET 025012
HOLLAND MI 49423
